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Interior Health orders RDCK to treat South Slocan water
by Jan McMurray
Some very unpopular news was
delivered to South Slocan water users
at a meeting on February 12. Their
water must be treated and disinfected
by March 20, 2010, and they will
have to pay for the upgrades to their
system.
In what is likely the first case of
its kind in BC, Interior Health (IHA)
has handed down an Order to the
Regional District of Central Kootenay
(RDCK), owner of the South Slocan
water system, to ensure that the water
is treated and disinfected by the
March 20 deadline.
The Order follows a year-long
process between the RDCK and the
community to come up with a plan to
bring the water system up to current
standards. A plan that would have
cost residents about $600 per year
per connection was voted down by a
very narrow margin in a petition last
summer, with 28 voters against the
plan and 26 in favour.
When the petition failed,
legislation was set in motion. The
IHA’s Public Health Inspector, Paul
Geisler, exercised his authority under
the Drinking Water Protection Act to
issue the Order to the RDCK. The
RDCK, under a 2007 amendment
to the Local Government Act, may
borrow money without consent of
the electors to comply with the Order.
In attendance at the February
12 meeting at the South Slocan hall
were RDCK staff Jim Gustafson and
Don Nash; IHA staff Serge Zibin
and Paul Geisler; Area H Director
Walter Popoff; Area D Director Andy
Shadrack, Chair of the RDCK Rural
Affairs Committee; and about 20
residents.
RDCK Administrator Jim
Gustafson opened the meeting. “This
is a big deal for the RDCK,” he told
the residents. “Borrowing money is
usually done with the consent of the
community, but with the Order, we
don’t need your approval. So it’s a
significant concern for the RDCK and
a significant concern for you because
–‘What is the RDCK doing spending
my money without my permission?’
That’s a good question and we have
to work through that.”
A handout with a copy of the

CORRECTION

In our February 11 issue, a front
page story entitled ‘Implications
of an OCP’ incorrectly stated that
a building permit is required for
structures bigger than 700 square
feet. In fact, a building permit is
required for buildings larger than
107 square feet. We are sorry for any
confusion this has caused.

Order was provided, and Gustafson
brought attention to the paragraph
that outlines the penalties. If the
RDCK does not comply, there could
be a fine of up to $200,000 per day
and up to 12 months imprisonment.
Gustafson joked, “So I have agreed
to take the first month in prison and
Andy [Shadrack] has agreed to take
the second month…”
Gustafson suggested that RDCK
representatives come back for another
meeting in two weeks’ time. “This
is kind of being forced upon us, but
the only way this will ever work
without creating a major problem
is if there are ongoing discussions.”
He recommended that residents have
discussions as a community and with
Area H Director Walter Popoff before
the RDCK staff returned for the next
meeting on February 26.
The Order was not well received
by the community. Peter Wood, who
has been on the community water
commission for many years, said, “I
think we live in a democracy and all
of a sudden we are under orders to
spend money that we don’t have. I
don’t understand where these laws
causing so much power to be in the
hands of the IHA are coming from.
We should be very angry that IHA
was given this power.”
Gustafson replied that there was
wide consultation with professionals
and municipalities around the
Drinking Water Protection Act.
The Drinking Water Protection
Act of 2003 states that “drinking water
from a water supply system must be
disinfected by a water supplier if the
water originates from surface water,
or ground water, that, in the opinion
of a drinking water officer, is at risk
of containing pathogens.” The South
Slocan system is fed by surface water
sources and has been on Boil Water
Advisory for 16 years.
The community, however, is
generally happy with their water the
way it is. They have wanted to replace
some of the pipes and protect their
water source for several years, but
have not been given permission by the
IHA to do ‘piecemeal’ work – the IHA
wants a ‘total chance plan’ for the
system. This is a source of frustration
for the community.
“We have been trying to come
up with a solution and we have been
stalled out for the past eight years
and now we’re trying to do what we
haven’t been able to do in eight years
in one year,” said Wood. He said the
community should ask the RDCK
to petition the IHA to back off on
timelines.
Serge Zibin from the IHA said
there was very little chance that

an extension would be granted.
Don Nash, Manager of Engineering
and Environmental Services at the
RDCK, was confident that the project
could be completed in a year. He said
the design would take three months
and construction would happen in
spring and summer. Nash also pointed
out that what stalled the project in the
past was a lack of money. “Now that
we have the ability to borrow money,
we can move forward,” he said.
Some residents expressed their
concern that the community could
spend this money now, and then
5-10 years from now, the government
could tell them they have to upgrade
again. “The goalposts keep changing.
What guarantee do we have?” asked
one man.
Zibin said the goalposts in regards
to water treatment had changed over
the last 10 years because disease
outbreaks had changed. “You don’t
want a Walkerton situation where it
costs billions to fix.” He assured, “If
you install a system to what we’re

requiring under this Order, you won’t
hear from the health department for
25-30 years.”
Nash warned the community
that the upgrade moving forward
would likely be more expensive
than the options presented to the
community over the past year. The
costs of these options were estimated
on the assumption that much of
the work would be done by RDCK
staff. Nash explained that the RDCK
engineering department can no longer
do so much of the work in house. In
a recent review of the department,
it became clear that there are not
enough resources for staff to take on
so much and to provide a similar level
of service to the whole district.
Nash said they would put together
a Request for Proposals (RFP) and
hire an engineer to design and cost out
treatment solutions. The Order and all
studies that have already been done
will be part of the RFP. Nash assured
residents that the engineer would be
required to consult with them during

the process. On the request of a
resident, RDCK reps agreed to bring a
draft RFP to the February 26 meeting.
Some residents asked if the $600
option proposed by the RDCK was
still on the table. Director Popoff
made it clear that it was not. He
said the RDCK would go ahead
with hiring a consultant, who would
present options that would comply
with the Order. He said the design
would be approved by the community.
Nash explained that under the
legislation, the RDCK can only
borrow money for the treatment
works. However, other work is
necessary to ensure that the treatment
works are properly connected to the
system. The $361,000 grant that
the community received from the
Province will be used for piping or
other non-treatment components of
the project. The community has to
borrow $180,000 to leverage this
grant. There is also a $125,000 gas
tax grant from the Area H director
for the project.

Misty Crosby-Bone gave a stellar performance in her role as Gypsy Moth, an appendicitis patient at Bedside Manor in
Nakusp Rotary’s annual dinner theatre, February 13 & 14, 2009. In this shot, she arrives at the hospital in the company
of two members of her troupe, played by Rebecca and Kathleen Nolan. Full report on page 13.
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Government announces mountain caribou recovery plan
by Jan McMurray
The government has just announced
that logging and snowmobile area
closures under the Mountain Caribou
Recovery Implementation Plan are in
effect as of mid-February.
In our region, the snowmobile
closures have affected Hamling Lakes
Wildlife Management Area northeast of
Nakusp, and Silvercup Ridge in the Trout
Lake area. Although all of Hamling Lakes
and Silvercup Ridge were recommended
for closure by the Mountain Caribou
Science Team, about 2/3 of Hamling
Lakes (6,855 ha) is closed and about 1/3
of Silvercup Ridge (2,515 ha) is closed.
The Mountain Caribou Project
(MCP), a coalition of ten environmental
groups that was involved in the
development of the plan, says the
snowmobile closures do not go far

Correction

The article titled ‘Lots of answers
but no agreement on Glacier-Howser
IPP’ in our February 11 issue
incorrectly stated that 324 hectares of
old growth forest would be affected
by the project. In fact, a maximum
of 54.4 hectares of old growth forest
are expected to be affected. The total
project footprint is 324 hectares.

enough.
“We remain concerned that the BC
government is allowing snowmobiling
in areas recommended for closure by the
government’s own science team,” said
Valerie Langer, of ForestEthics. “The
science couldn’t be more clear on this:
mountain caribou and snowmobiling
don’t mix.”
MCP is also concerned that the
Ministry of Environment has not
provided enforcement for the snowmobile
closures. Liz Williams, Acting Director
of the Species at Risk Co-ordination
Office, said that the Association of
BC Snowmobile Clubs and the BC
Snowmobile Federation have been
very supportive of the process, and that
government is expecting snowmobile
clubs to police themselves. Funding has
been provided to these organizations
for signage and educational materials
on the closures, as well. Further, she
said government is working with the
Conservation Officer Service to identify
high priority areas for compliance and
enforcement work by Conservation
Officers.
“We encourage all people who spend
time in the backcountry to let us know
if they see any mountain caribou. The
bottom line at the end of the day is the

number of animals that we can count in
these herds – are they increasing?” said
Williams.
The government’s goal to protect
77,000 new hectares of land from logging
and road building included a commitment
that no key resource sector would be
made non-viable. The Kootenay region
posed some challenges in meeting this
commitment. The goal for the Kootenays
was to protect 19,985 new hectares, but in
the end, 19,883 hectares were protected.
However, 3,206 hectares of these 19,883

hectares are still available for harvest over
the next 20 years.
Because licencees in our area
were identified as being particularly
hard-hit by the habitat protection plan,
government worked with licencees to
develop mitigative options last summer.
Options included increasing the area of
‘no harvest’ in TFL 23 and decreasing
the area of ‘no harvest’ along Trout
Lake; negotiating line work changes to
the mapping; allowing some harvest of
caribou habitat for the next 20 years and

recruiting replacement habitat where
necessary; and the transfer of harvesting
rights between management units.
The government has now put one
million hectares of alpine caribou habitat
out of reach for snow machines and more
than two million hectares off limits for
logging and road building in the BC
Interior.
The plan’s overall goal is to restore
the mountain caribou population to
the pre-1995 level of 2,500 animals
throughout their existing range in BC.

submitted
The regional districts of Central
Kootenay, East Kootenay and Kootenay
Boundary, in partnership with Columbia
Basin Trust, have taken their first steps
toward being carbon neutral in their
operations by 2012.
The Sheltair Group, in partnership
with the Community Energy Association,
has been hired to compile corporate
greenhouse gas emissions inventories;
develop carbon neutral action plans for
the regional districts and action plan
templates for the municipalities and
First Nations; and provide education
for the elected officials and staff for
the municipalities, five First Nation
communities and three regional districts

in the Kootenay region and the portion of
the Columbia Shuswap Regional District
within the Columbia Basin.
“The RDCK is proud to participate
in the innovation and leadership shown
by the three regional districts in their
efforts for mitigation and adaptation to
climate change in our region,” says board
chair Gary Wright.
The action plans will provide a
strategy for achieving carbon neutrality
within local government operations,
by reducing greenhouse gas emissions
from things like municipal vehicles,
offices, and recreational facilities under
the framework of the BC Climate Action
Charter. The Sheltair team will also
investigate opportunities for establishing

a regional carbon offset investment
program in the Kootenays.
The next step in the process will
be the formation of a local government
steering committee to oversee and
provide direction to the consultant team
before beginning the data collection for
the corporate greenhouse gas inventories.
Sheltair/CEA has been hired to
complete year one of the four-year
Kootenay Carbon Neutral Action
Strategy. The Community Energy
Association is a non-profit BC
organization helping local governments
address energy sustainability and
greenhouse gas reduction. Sheltair is a
planning and resource management firm
based in Vancouver.

submitted
Columbia Basin Trust (CBT)
is increasing the number of youth
scholarships from 20 to 45 awards this
year.
“We have been looking at various
ways to increase our support to students
pursuing post-secondary education or
training,” said Neil Muth, CBT president
and CEO. “Increasing the number of
awards means CBT can help more
students achieve their dreams.”
Each Youth Community Service
Award is valued at $2,000 and is based
on volunteer community service rather

than academic standing. Students can use
the award for post-secondary education
or training.
The 2008 award winners include
Melissa Koftinoff, Nakusp Secondary;
Odin Lewis, Mount Sentinel; Paul
Sopow, Lucerne Elementary/Secondary;
and Margaret Smith, JV Humphries.
Awards totalling $90,000 will
be distributed to communities in the
Columbia Basin based on the number
of graduating students. Communities
with a graduating class of less than 25
will continue to receive one award; those
with up to 75 students will receive two

awards; and those with more than 75
graduating students will receive three
awards.
All students graduating from a
Basin high school, alternate school or
other institution that grants graduation
diplomas recognized by the Ministry
of Education, are eligible for the award.
The deadline to submit an application
is April 10, 2009. Applications are
available at local high schools and online
at www.cbt.org. For more information
on the award or application process,
contact a CBT Community Liaison at
1-800-505-8998.

submitted
A new website showcasing videos,
photos, stories and maps of British Columbia
and all its regions and communities is up
and running. Picture BC is an “online
gateway to communities around the
province,” says Tourism, Culture and Arts
Minister Bill Bennett.
Each municipality was invited to
choose a photographer and submit still
photos showcasing the community. Kaslo
(photos by Gordon Brown), New Denver
and Silverton (Debbie Hicks), Nakusp

(Rory McLeod) and Slocan (Phil Best) all
responded, and six photos from each village
are now up on the website, picturebc.ca.
Each picture is accompanied by a short
write-up, with a longer overall write-up
for the community. There are a number
of videos, including ‘Kootenay Country’
and ‘Kootenay Hot Springs’, produced by
Knowledge Network.
Picture BC invites visitors to explore
the province through a series of interactive
regional maps, and download and reuse professional quality photos from

the galleries provided for each of the
participating communities.
“With Picture BC, we can capture the
true spirit of our province and communities,
for the entire world to see in film, photos,
music, art, poetry and literature,” said
Bennett. “Picture BC is another opportunity
for us to showcase our great province and
an example of how we are working to make
our tourism industry even stronger.”
The website is a partnership
between the province, the Union of BC
Municipalities and Knowledge Network.

submitted
On February 3 Vancouver doctors
Frances Jang and Nick Carr held a
fundraising event at their mansion in
Vancouver’s tony Kerrisdale district,
raising $20,000 for the Valhalla Mile.
Robert Bateman was the celebrity
guest speaker. The wildlife artist
and long-time conservationist spoke
glowingly of the work of the Valhalla
Foundation and The Land Conservancy,
partners in the effort to secure the
property on Slocan Lake and make it part
of Valhalla Provincial Park
In attendance were approximately 60
guests invited by The Land Conservancy
and the hosts. Wayne McCrory of the
Valhalla Foundation gave a PowerPoint
presentation of gorgeous photos and
stressed the biological importance of

the lake shore property. Lorna Visser
explained the fundraising strategy and
made the pitch for the evening, with
a photo of a bear cub with the caption
“bears can’t donate, but you can.”
She explained that most of the pieces
of the funding pie are falling into place as
the end-of-February fundraising deadline
approaches. The one exception is the
Columbia Basin Trust, whose board
meeting isn’t until early March. Once
their large donation is approved, the
rest of the funding will fall into place,
Visser says. The closing date for the land
purchase is March 30.
A reminder to those who have made
pledges: if you could forward your
donation by the end of the month it would
be appreciated. Mail cheques to the
Valhalla Foundation, Box 63, Silverton

BC V0G 2B0 or give online at www.
conservancy.bc.ca/donatetovalhallamile.

Kootenay carbon neutral action strategy aimed at corporate emissions

CBT doubles number of youth scholarships

New website to support community tourism efforts

Kaslo Citizen of the Year Award 2009
Once again it is time to ask the people of the area for nominations for Kaslo Citizen of the Year for 2009. This award is
sponsored by the Kaslo & District Chamber of Commerce. It is
their way of saying Thank-You to “Good Neighbors” for making
life better for all of us.
In making a nomination, keep in mind a few simple guidelines:
1. Recognition should have nothing to do with the nominees’ occupation.
2. We look for nominees who quietly and inconspicuously do good deeds for the people in the community,
whether it is involvement in community organizations,
or helping a neighbor weed their garden. When evaluating the nominations, more consideration is given to
those whose good deeds are not well known.
3. Deadline for submissions is April 15, 2009
These awards have been presented annually, by the Chamber
of Commerce, since 1986. They were presented occasionally
in earlier years.
Please send your nominations to:
Citizen of the Year 2009
c/o Kaslo & District Chamber of Commerce
PO Box 1097 Kaslo V0G 1M0

Swanky fundraising party in Vancouver for Valhalla Mile

Robert Bateman and host Dr. Frances
Jang at the successful Valhalla Mile
fundraiser in Vancouver.
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Ainsworth residents meet with Meadow Creek Cedar about proposed logging
by Jan McMurray
After experiencing major
mudslides in spring 2007 and minor
slides last spring, Ainsworth residents
are concerned about a Meadow Creek
Cedar (MCC) proposal to log above
their community. About 45 residents
met with MCC and Ministry of
Forests representatives on February
17 at Ainsworth Hall.
The residents wanted to know
more about Meadow Creek Cedar’s
financial situation, as the company
has recently hired a trustee to
negotiate its debt with its creditors.
They also wanted to know more about
the company’s logging and hauling
plans. Barb Nybo, representing the
residents, said there was a “general
sense of unease” about the logging,
the short timeline, and the possible
impacts to their community and water
supply. They wanted to be sure that
silviculture obligations would be met.
By the end of the meeting, there
was a plan for a small group of three
or four residents to meet with Rodney
Arnold, MCC woodlands manager, at
his home in Mirror Lake to discuss
the site and hauling plans. MoF reps
promised that there would be a field
trip in the spring, as requested by
residents, and that silviculture work
would be done no matter what.
It became clear over the course
of the meeting that the Ainsworth
logging is very important to the
company’s financial situation. “We
need to log here as soon as we can,”
said Arnold. “We want to do it on
the snow and we need cash to come
up with a payment plan [for our
creditors].”
Rowland McCulloch, MCC
operations manager, explained that
when two of the company’s creditors
took MCC to court, the court ordered
a ‘forced sale’ of all the company’s
property so that the creditors could
be paid. MCC then triggered the legal
means available to them to stop the
forced sale – they hired a trustee to
negotiate with the creditors and come
up with a payment plan. The plan is
to be made within 60 days (by March
15), but that deadline can be extended
for another 60 days.
McCulloch made it clear that the
court is no longer involved; the trustee
does not have to report to the court.
The payment plan is between MCC,
the creditors and the trustee, and
does not have to be made public. He
said that MCC has creditor debt, not
bank debt. When there is bank debt
involved, the legal process is different
from what MCC is going through.
McCulloch said that the company
is not in receivership. He said their
projections showed that they should
be caught up financially by October.
Dale Anderson from the Ministry
of Forests informed the residents that
the cutting permit had not yet been
approved, as “we still need to make
sure issues around terrain stability are
being dealt with by MCC.” He said he
would notify the community before
the cutting permit was approved. He
also made it clear that the Ministry
was obligated to issue the cutting
permit if the company had done all
their homework. “Our office will look
at the application very closely, but we
can’t hold it back because they are in
financial trouble,” he said.
The proposed logging involves

seven cutblocks, most of which will
be logged selectively. Arnold said that
Mosquito and Princess Creeks are
the only creeks that will be directly
impacted. The cutting permit allows
30,000 cubic metres of wood to be
cut in a year; Arnold said that they
plan to take 15,000 metres in this
operation. Mainly fir, larch, spruce
and cedar will be harvested. MCC has
hired three contractors to do the work
and five or six trucks, all from Kaslo.
Bell Pole will put up the money to pay
contractors, and will take the poles;
Wynndel Box is another buyer.
Logs from four of the blocks will
be hauled via Cody Caves Road. To
haul logs from the other three blocks,
the company first looked at Loon
Lake Road, but axed that plan because
the road is in such poor repair. They
have asked Fortis for permission to
use their road at the Coffee Creek
substation, but have not heard back
yet. If this falls through, the company
plans to build a new 700-metre road
from the area of the three cutblocks to
Cody Caves Road. This would require
a road permit, which Anderson said
would likely be processed within
three weeks, and would likely be
considered at the same time as the
cutting permit.
Since the meeting, two residents
have met with MCC representatives
at Arnold’s house and have had a look
at the site plan for the three cutblocks
that do not yet have a hauling route.
Greg Nybo, one of the residents,
reported that MCC has decided to
delay logging these blocks until June,
to give them time to plan the roadbuilding. So, a field trip should be
possible in the spring before logging
begins.
Kevin Stanway, who provides
tours of Cody Caves in the summer,
spoke about the terrible condition of
Cody Caves Road. “My visitation
went from 4,500 one summer to 3,200
the next season because of the road
access,” he said. Stanway said he had
gone out of his way to get tourism
dollars to fix the road, which he
understood was MCC’s responsibility.
Stanway indicated that he had spoken
to MCC several times and they had
said they would repair the road, but
hadn’t. Arnold said this was because
of the company’s lack of money. Also,
they finished logging there two years
ago in the winter, when no repairs
can be done. “That won’t happen this
time,” he said.
Stanway also suggested that
Ainsworth, with its hot springs and
complex hydrology, needed a ‘Karst’
expert to come and study the area.
In response to residents’ concerns
that the silviculture obligations be
met, Arnold explained that the
company held approximately $50,000
in trust in annual rental and deposit
fees, as required under the Forest
and Range Practices Act, “in case
something should arise.” Laroche
said that this fund would be used for
the re-planting if MCC did not do it,
and if the fund were not replenished,
MCC would lose its licence. If MCC
ceases to exist, Anderson said the
government would try to get the new
tenure holder to take on silviculture
and road maintenance obligations,
as long as there were no landslide or
water supply issues.
Arnold said the company

was up to date on its silviculture
obligations, and McCulloch added
that the company had already paid
for its seed for the next two years.
Laroche confirmed that the results
of the Ministry audit of MCC last
fall showed that the company was
up to date “for the most part” on
all its obligations. One man asked
MCC to put up a bond of $150,000
to ensure re-planting, but Arnold said
the company simply did not have
the cash flow to do that. By the end
of the meeting, Laroche said, “If for

whatever reason MCC went bankrupt,
the block would get planted. I don’t
know how, but it would.”
Some residents expressed the
importance of having a field trip in the
spring to check out the water courses
on the proposed blocks. MCC had
promised a spring field trip, but it
did not happen “for many reasons,”
according to Anderson. He suggested
that a field trip take place at start-up,
while Arnold seemed keen to have
people come to the site during the
logging operation. By the end of the

meeting, Anderson had promised
that there would be a field trip in the
spring. “The timing hasn’t been sorted
out yet, but MCC will fit it in when
they can.”
Arnold pointed out that putting
unemployed loggers back to work in
the community was another important
part of the picture. “That cash flow
for the community is important. We
have to keep trying to work together
and keep people employed as much
as possible. That’s in everyone’s best
interest,” he said.

by Katrine Campbell
Poultry farmers in the Kootenays
are a step closer to having an approved,
inspected abattoir to process their
birds.

The Kootenay Local Agriculture
Society (KLAS) has surveyed
producers and found there is a
demand for this service, and is in
the process of doing a final survey to
gauge commitment and to book dates
for a mobile poultry abattoir and the
government inspector.
KLAS says the mobile unit would
set up at a central ‘docking’ station
with a hard stand, potable water for
processing and a way of disposing
waste.
There are two sites being applied
for – one in Creston, which is privately
owned, and one near Castlegar,
which KLAS would administer. The
latter would be open only to KLAS
members “as a way of ensuring
commitment and providing a source
of funding” for the costs involved.
Gerald Brinders, from Cranbrook,
has the only registered mobile poultry
abattoir in BC. If the site is approved,
he would set up on a regular basis,
likely once a month, and farmers
would bring their poultry to the site.

Because an inspector has to be present
at all times, it isn’t feasible for the unit
to visit individual farms.
KLAS’s Nette Lack says Brinders
won’t come out for less than 500
chickens or 300 turkeys. People can
bring in lower numbers of birds, but
the total for the day has to be 300
to 500.
The cost would be about $3.65 to
$4 for each chicken, and $10 to $13
for each turkey. The carcasses will be
chilled to the required temperature,
bagged and labelled. The producer
should have a refrigerated unit, or
insulated boxes and ice to get the
birds home.
Lack notes that Brinders wants to
hire six to eight people from the area
to help him, and he is willing to train
them on site.
For more information on the
society, and membership (which is
open to anyone interested in local,
sustainable organic farming), visit the
website at klasociety.org or call Lack
at 250-399-4809.

Poultry producers to get mobile abattoir

Michelle Mungall
wins Nelson-Creston
NDP nomination

by Katrine Campbell
NDP members in Nelson-Creston
have chosen Michelle Mungall to run
as their candidate in the May 12
provincial election.
The former Nelson councillor
defeated Kim Adamson, Bev
LaPointe and Rhonda Barter in
Creston on February 7. In the race
to become the MLA, she will be
up against Liberal candidate Josh
Smienk, well-known throughout
the riding for his many years as an
RDCK director and as chair of the
Columbia Basin Trust.
In addition to her experience
on council, Mungall was coordinator of the Nelson Committee
on Homelessness and managed
micro-finance and food security
organizations. She has a bachelor’s
degree in political science and is
working on a master’s in human
security and peace building.
No other Nelson-Creston parties
have yet chosen their candidates.

Michelle Mungall is the NDP
candidate for Nelson-Creston in the
May 12 provincial election.

Our sincerest thanks
to Lorna Obermayr’s
friends and extended
family for their cards,
casseroles and good
thoughts during the
past few weeks. Each
and every one of you
helped make this time
easier for all of us.
– The Brookfield and
Obermayr families

Is Your Family Getting All The Services It Deserves?

Many public services are unavailable to families that have not
completed their tax assessment forms. At a recent PAC meeting,
parents discussed this issue and determined to help out those who are
having difficulty with the paper work. If you would appreciate assistance
filling out your Income Tax forms, we have a list of volunteers who, at
no charge, are ready to help you out. They have given their names to
Susan Yurychuk.
This message sponsored by:
Please contact Susan (250358-6803) if you would like to
set up a private appointment for
assistance with a volunteer.
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OPINION

Free speech vs
hate speech

These days, there is a very fine line
between free speech and hate speech.
Writing inflammatory letters to the
editor about fictitious “holocausts”
serves no useful purpose other than to
show the bias and attitude of the writer.
Can any letter, factual or otherwise,
be automatically published, even if
no facts are in the letter? Opinions are
NOT facts!!
If the writer, as well as this
newspaper, were seriously concerned
with genocide in the world today, why
not focus on the real tragedies these days
– Darfur and the Congo, both of which
are well-documented, NOT fictional.
Seems like some people just can’t
wait to get back to the tragedy of the
1939-45 WWll years. Ah, yes, those
were the days.
Ian Zack
New Denver

Bank fee
unacceptable

People who invested and lost
massive percentages in the stock market
just had salt rubbed in their wounds by
ScotiaMcLeod Bank. If you didn’t have
any trades this past year and the value of
your holdings dropped below $10,000
you got slapped with a $60 + $3 GST fee.
No way they will reverse the fee – they
sent out letters letting their customers
know, and that’s that. Isn’t this corporate
greed what got the world economy into
this mess in the first place?
Billie Herzberg
Kaslo

Voters have
such short
memories

I certainly hope when election day
comes this spring we will remember
the dreadful things Gordon Campbell
has done. As soon as he was elected
he gave himself and his cronies a BIG
raise. Then he had the gall to do it again
last summer when he was gone to the
Beijing Olympics. He CHOSE to do it
while he was gone so the media couldn’t

question him, and the media never did
question him. He has spent too much
on the Olympics while cutting support
to the poor, especially to children. He
doesn’t support education and now he
has taken away the right for people to
criticise him (Bill 42).
Surely we are not stupid enough to
elect him again!
Nancy Hansell
Kaslo

Ultrasound
needed

I’d like to follow up on my letter
regarding ultrasound equipment for this
area, as some people missed the point I
tried to make.
It is not the service as such, but why
do we have to travel two hours or more
for a ten-minute procedure? If we have
a small ultrasound machine in Nakusp or
New Denver it would all be a lot simpler.
I received a letter from Interior
Health stating that the equipment I
proposed was not up to the diagnostic
standards of Interior Health, and that
there was no money for approved
equipment. But I ask myself why there
is money (millions) for the St. Paul’s
Hospital in Vancouver for a state-ofthe-art CT scanner to be used for heart
patients. I understand that it is nice to
have a machine like that (only a few in
the whole world). What was wrong with
the old one?
Why are the health care dollars
not more evenly distributed around the
province, so that places like Nakusp
and New Denver are able to purchase
some needed equipment as well? But
I do understand it is close to elections
so it is very good public relations for
the politicians (Liberals) to have a lot
of TV exposure. A liberal MLA for the
Kootenays? Who knows what kind of
equipment we would get.
Albert Boers
Hills

Greens must
decide

Sorry, Mr. Leyland, for the mistaken
identity.
At some point, the Green Party must
decide: do they exist for their own sake or
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for the sake of environmental integrity?
It was refreshing to see that at least
one of them exists for the latter.
The pure ‘Green’ Party!!!!!!!!
The reason I was so impressed
with Ralph was his lack of adherence to
ideology and that he was more interested
in furthering an environmental agenda
and that’s why he supported me.
Since I have been a member of the
New Democratic Party, I and many
others have fought for a cohesive
environmental policy that took into
account the needs of working people in
the resource based industries of Canada
long before the Green Party was even a
registered party.
Since I have been a member of the
New Democratic Party, I and many
others have fought for electoral reform,
which included but was not limited to
proportional representation.
I think it is time for the Green Party
to decide what their goals really are,
truly – power or a policy agenda with
environmental integrity at its core.
Time is running out.
Leon R. Pendleton
Whatshan

Changes to Navigable
Waters Protection Act
unacceptable

Under the guise of the 2009
Budget Implementation Act, the federal
government has introduced amendments
to the Navigable Waters Protection Act
(NWPA) that will have serious negative
impacts on both the ancient public right
of navigation in Canada and on the
environment.
The NWPA mandates that, if
someone wants to build something in,
on, around, under, or over a navigable
waterway, an assessment of the impacts
on navigation and an environmental
assessment need to be done first.
The NWPA was originally enacted
in 1882. It is one of Canada’s oldest
pieces of legislation, and there is no
doubt that it needs to be modernized.
However, in the name of “cutting
red tape” to speed up the building of
infrastructure projects and stimulate the
economy, the government is introducing
changes that will remove navigable
status from thousands of waterways in
Canada.
These changes were recommended
by a committee that did not consult
Canada’s paddling community, the
outdoor tourism industry, environmental
groups, First Nations communities,
anglers and hunters, or anyone who
accesses Canadian waterways for
business or recreation.
The heritage right of navigation
predates confederation, and Canadians

			

consistently rank the environment as one
of their top issues of concern.
These changes to the NWPA are
simply unacceptable.
There is something you can do
— raise your voice! Spread the word,
and tell the government you care
about Canada’s waterways. For more
information and ways to take action,
please see www.ispeakforrivers.ca.
Carl Jacks, President
Borderline Boaters Kayak Club,
Endangered Creeks Expedition Team

Shadrack comments
on federal budget

Missing from the 2009 federal
budget is any assessment of the longterm fiscal impact of running a deficit.
Between March 2007 and March 2013
the gross federal government debt will
rise from $706 billion to over $800
billion. At 4.8%, the amount spent on
interest payments will rise from $33.9
billion to $38.4 billion.
Unlike the Chretien Liberals, the
Harper Conservatives chose to cut taxes
rather than continue acceleration of
paying down the public debt, which is a
bit like a homeowner reducing mortgage
payments at the very point that principle
pay back is increasing.
What far too many politicians fail to
understand, or chose not to inform their
electorate about, is that development
of programs and services comes with
two costs: the actual day-to-day cost
of operating, and the long term capital
investment and replacement.
Local governments are just going
through the exercise of determining
just what the actual value of all the
infrastructure we own is worth, what its
actual lifetime is, so that henceforth we
will know what it will cost to replace it.
It will then be up to those in elected
office and those who elect them to
determine who should pay for the
replacement of capital as it is used up.
I think it should be those who use the
service at the time. It should not be left
to those in the future to pay for something
they never used.
That is why I am opposed to deficits
of any kind. If we the politicians and
taxpayers think a program and service is
worth having then we should be prepared
to pay for it now. While I believe in a
stimulus package, I think that those who
benefit should pay for its cost, not some
future generation of taxpayers.
The decision of the Harper
Conservatives to cut taxes knowing full
well that Canada had $185.7 billion in
unfunded pension and other government
liabilities was and remains for me the
height of fiscal irresponsibility. Those of
us not impacted by this recession should
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have been asked to pay a slightly higher
rate of taxation.
Andy Shadrack
Kaslo

Visitors shocked
by state of Kaslo
River Trail

As frequent visitors to Kaslo, we
always make a point of walking along
the north side of the Kaslo River Trail.
On a sunny day, we sit on one of the
numerous donated benches along the
trail. This truly is such a beautiful
area, with the sun peeking through the
trees, and we walk along the river’s
edge taking in the natural beauty of
this truly wonderful woodland trail.
Last year we saw some fish spawning
along the river’s edge, tucked into tiny
woody crevices.
This week, we stopped at the kiosk
at the entrance to the trail, to read the
marvelous picturesque signage which
talked about the important sensitive
riparian areas of the trail, and [about
leaving] “no footprint behind.” As we
continued, we stopped in disbelief to
see the once beautiful trail reduced to
huge piles of burning tree branches, cut
trees in the river, burn piles on top of the
river ice, and destroyed riparian areas.
This woodland trail is gone – now
replaced with huge open spaces, and
for what reason? Surely the people
of Kaslo would not have agreed
to this utter destruction? As we
continued along shaking our heads, we
encountered several forestry personnel,
with chainsaws in hand, some cutting
trees and some stoking numerous fires.
We were so disturbed by what we
had just seen that we decided to leave,
but not before passing several local
people on the trail, who also voiced
their extreme disappointment. When
we asked who was responsible for the
destruction we had just seen, we were
told Kaslo’s mayor Greg Lay, and
another name we can’t recall. Another
local fellow stated with disgust, “It’s all
part of the fire interface project gone
ballistic – nice, huh?”
Surely, the Village of Kaslo and/
or the Kaslo Trailblazer group, which
we were told has a large group of
volunteers who maintain the sensitive
ecosystem and forest trail, would
not have agreed to this devastation
of this once wonderful, lush walking
trail. We cannot begin to describe our
disappointment!
We left the trail, feeling very sad
and thinking what a complete waste of
a once gorgeous area. The question we
ask is: why?
John & Jennie Olson
Fernie
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Kaslo Fire Fuels
Reduction Project

I am glad that the Kaslo Wildfire
Interface Project has initiated the
massive task of lessening the risk of our
community from being burnt to a crisp.
Every year that fire fuel reduction work
in and around Kaslo town is delayed or
studied – just increasing the severity of
the eventual firestorm. Firefighters could
not save 250 fancy houses in Kelowna in
2003, along the lake, in a desert! Look
around at the fire fuels and terrain around
Kaslo! Reducing fire fuels by small
controlled burns slowly and safely lowers
the level of catastrophe while helping to
restore the fire-starved ecology from the
damaging effects of fire suppression.
The fire fuel load has become
unnaturally high due to 70+ years of
aggressive fire suppression and poor
logging practices. The fuel load is now at
a toxic level for the trees, soils, animals,
watersheds, even our communities. These
levels create extreme fire behaviour that
is hard to control, can spread kilometres
an hour, and can set back the normal pace
of ecological recovery by decades rather
than years.
Regular low-intensity fires have been
the historical regenerative force in the
local forest ecology. Many species seek
the nourishing effect of burning; many
species need fire to trigger their life cycle.
Unfortunately humans have
suppressed two or three fire cycles in
the Kaslo area. Many of these would have
been low-intensity stand-maintaining
fires. These low-intensity fires would
have favoured the survival of fire-tolerant
species like Ponderosa, larch, Douglas
fir. Fire suppression intervention has
shifted the natural species composition
of our forests towards high levels of
shade-tolerant and fire-intolerant species
such as cedar and hemlock. These shadeintolerant species are now forming a thick
understory below the old growth and
mature timber.
When the next fires come, the
unnatural high levels of brush, dead trees
and shade-tolerant understory will ladder
the fire up into the canopy. With this type
of fire behaviour, the mature and old
growth component of the forest will be
destroyed. Mature forests are crucial in
maintaining water and soil health.
The Kaslo Fire Interface program is
worthy of support just for the ecological
restoration efforts towards repairing the
damage caused from suppression of
nature fire cycles.
Peter Mcallister
Kaslo

Democracy
takes another hit

In 2008 South Slocan water system
ratepayers met with RDCK staff on
several occasions to explore improvement
options and costs to upgrade the local
water system.
On Thursday, February 12, the
ratepayers of the South Slocan water
system met with staff from the IHA and
RDCK and were told that their water
system was going to be upgraded at the
expense of the ratepayers by an order
from the IHA to the RDCK. The standard
ordered (two levels of filtration) is higher
than that of other water utilities in the
region. City of Nelson and others are

operating with one level.
The water system consists of 55
users and the install will cost far more
than the ratepayers can afford even when
amortized over 25 years, and factoring in
all other available grants.
A measure of the upgrade cost can,
I believe, be blamed on the IHA refusal
to allow restoration of components
of the system. They have blocked the
efforts of the both local stewards of
the water system and the RDCK over
the past number of years to effect
timely phased repairs to the system in
an affordable manner. The IHA has
the statutory authority to enforce the
regulations, approve ALL work and
issue the construction permits. This sets
up a situation where an unelected entity
can dictate (with no responsibility for
the costs it imposes) to the people it is
supposed to be serving. All the IHA needs
is its regulation bible and the threat of
penalty to deny choice to the ratepayers
and the RDCK.
This should be a wake-up call to
all rural water users. An unelected IHA,
mandated by the provincial government
is intent on imposing unaffordable,
excessive treatment regimes without any
consideration of their necessity or of the
hardship they impose on end users. The
IHA does not have to consider the impact
of their actions as long as they can access
our wallets without any accountability.
This should serve as a warning to
other rural water users. After the IHA is
finished with the South Slocan system
they will be coming for you!
Errol Hicks
South Slocan

Open letter to
Mayor of Kaslo

I am a resident of Kaslo and a
frequent user of the Kaslo river trail.
When I noticed trees being dropped
into the Kaslo River and the streamside
vegetation was being removed, I brought
my concerns to you. As our mayor and
the RPF on this project, I thought you
would be the best person to contact. I
was happy that you took the time to talk
about some of my concerns. As I talked
about the importance of protecting fish
habitat, the Forest Practices Code, and the
Riparian Management Area Guidebook’s
recommendation of a 30-metre reserve
zone, I failed to change your view.
I am thankful that you straightened
me out. You don’t have to follow the
Forest Practices Code because this is
private land that belongs to the Village.
Realizing that I was not going to change
your mind (my forest practices theory
didn’t hold much ground) I decided to
end my walk as I knew nothing about
municipal land status.
I appreciated the follow-up letter
that I received. You’re welcome “for
making a complaint to the MOF and the
MOE concerning forest fuel management
activities on Village lands adjacent to the
Kaslo River.” I am also going to take the
advice you gave me and I am raising my
issues and concerns with the agencies
that may be involved to try to address
the matters as effectively as possible.
I thought the MOE should have some
pictures of some areas that they seemed
to miss on your walk on Monday,
February 9. I also said I would try to get
some follow-up pictures from the second
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time that you were in the river after their
meeting with you.
Being inquisitive I would like to
learn more. Things like what is the actual
land status of Kaslo? What is the role
of the Association of British Columbia
Forestry Professionals (ABCFP) and do
they have a code of ethics? Some other
questions that I would like some answers
to is how are these funds distributed, are
there strings attached to this funding
and have those parameters been met. Is
there a conflict of interest when you act
as mayor? I am looking forward to our
next few meetings and at Village council
on the 24th so you can enlighten me on
these issues too.
Scott Girdwood
Kaslo

people live on producing food and crafts.
The valley is a bursting centre for what
was once called alternative technology
while it now is a mainstream need
for survival, like natural building and
renewable energy.
Herbal medicine and various healing
practises are crucial ever since the big
drug companies went bankrupt. The
transition to local energy and local
economy was spiced with stormy
weather and politics but as in the old
tales, we matured with the challenges.
What is your dream?
Malin Christensson
Winlaw

Global financial crises, climate
change roulette and oil supply have
peaked. I feel fear – but then? Can I
move beyond denial and complaining,
towards making another, beautiful world
possible? The work starts in our dreams.
Let us use our energy (in the form of
thoughts, imagination, voice, hands,
feet, wallet and fork) for the earth, for the
common good. Here is my first attempt to
envision the valley in the future.
When you turn to the Slocan Valley
at the junction, a gorgeous sign invites
to the farmers’ market, artisan stores
and festivals. What is most remarkable
in 2030 is the vibrancy – yes it has
always been there but now it is more
visible. Part of it is that you see so many
people outside now when most cars are
gone; people walking, talking to their
neighbours, digging or playing. Fossil
diesel and gas have since long been
too expensive and hard to get hold of.
But how do people get around? The
valley folks had to turn to each other for
rideshare, carpool or new inventions.
You will see all modes of postcarbon
transportation: the horse girls have
organized horse cart taxis, there are lots
of bikes and in the winter people use
skis. Even the dogs have to earn their
keep by pulling carts and sleds. The few
cars around run on fuel made of algae
or frying oil and so are the frequently
running buses and trucks with essential
supplies.
As you ride through the valley
you will notice abundant gardens and
blossoming orchards. Lawn to food
projects and workshops about everything
from grain threshing to herbal first aid to
smoking meat have been part of making
every household grow and raise most
of their own food. Harvest surplus is
bartered to neigbours or sold at the local
markets. Greenhouses and root cellars
extend the season to the whole year, a
necessity since California’s vegetable
production collapsed of drought.
Chickens, goats, rabbits and ducks are
as common as trees bearing pears, peach
and apricots (yes the weather is warmer),
walnut, hazel and so many kinds of
berries. Appledale had reclaimed its
name as a fruit producing Eden with
commercial canning and drying (built
after the Doukhobor model).
You might wonder how people make
a living these days. First, it is priceless
to have access to clean air and water,
community and safety. Many more

Action for Responsible Ecology Society,
involved in the opposition to clearcut
logging in their domestic watershed,
would like to clarify a few points
regarding the RDCK decision to not
endorse Area H director Walter Popoff’s
letter to the Premier, which asks for this
timber sale license to be rescinded. The
letter does not comment on the way the
Premier runs the province, but simply
brings into focus for him the site-specific
deficiencies in the sale of BCTS A80259.
We would like to thank our Area
H director, Walter Popoff, for his
willingness to champion the people’s
issues and communicate with higher
government on behalf of his constituents.
We would also like to thank the other four
directors who, at the January 24 RDCK
meeting, voted in favour of endorsing Mr.
Popoff’s letter. Five directors supported
the endorsement and 15 did not.
As Director Kettle is quoted,
forest Minister Pat Bell was in Nelson
twice in January, both vists prior to our
presentation to the RDCK board. On
January 9, he met with staff from the
Kootenay Lake Forest Centre to discuss
the current forestry crisis within our
failing economic system. On January
14 he announced he would begin
development of Commercial Forest
Reserves in BC—areas on public Crown
land that will not be set aside for any nonlogging uses. Preventing future protection
of public forests for threatened wildlife
or domestic watersheds, and asserting an
area will only ever be for timber harvest,
is effectively privatization of public land
for the benefit of corporations holding
logging tenures on that land. Minister
Bell’s visits to Nelson this January were
not opportunities for the Slocan Park
residents to bring our concerns to him
and possibly get resolution.
There is no issue too large or too
small for our local levels of government
to address, and we will continue to
develop the processes of communication
and representation in order to set new
precedents and effect meaningful change.
Local government needs to know they
can offer, to higher government, issuespecific information, and constructive
and deliberate judgement, that is not
criticism. Otherwise, we all lose.
Evelyn Kirkaldy, Kirstin Olsen,
Sandi Kabel, Craig Sapriken, Carol
Hill, and Derek Murphy for the
Slocan Park Community Action for
Responsible Ecology Society

Slocan Park
comments on
A dream for the RDCK decision
The Slocan Park Community
Slocan Valley

Planning –
don’t be fooled
by a wolf in
sheep’s clothing

Methinks she doth protest too much
is an old saying by Shakespeare which
beautifully describes the outpouring of
hostility against our Regional District
Director Walter Popoff. Mr. Popoff was
elected on an anti-planning platform. He
has no hidden agenda. Stephan Martineau
also indicated he was dissatisfied with the
process as it exists. He called it Okanaganstyle planning, as the template for these
local plans came from Naramata.
There is little danger of this ‘sky is
falling’ type of development on Slocan
Lake, largely due to access and the
present landowners.
The mention of the abattoir I also
find amusing, as this is a perfect example
of how informed public citizens can
curtail an inappropriate industry for a
particular area with no OCP in place. In
this case the very people promoting the
project were unaware of the restrictions
relating to distance from inhabited land.
The concept that opposition to
planning comes from uninformed
malevolent interests could not be further
from the truth. There has been no
misinformation dealing with planning.
All of the info comes from the Local
Government Act, part 26 (Planning
and Land Use Management) and the
APC orientation manual on the RDCK
website.
These documents also show that
once the OCP is in place, the Regional
District no longer needs to go to a public
hearing to institute zoning, nor does it
have to seek approval from the Minister
(Local Government Act, Div. 4 and Div.
7). It is now an autonomous body able
to institute any of hundreds of bylaws
affecting land use. Bylaws once in place
are hard to change or rescind.
The winds of change in political
climate blow back and forth and in one
OCP we studied, all it took was a prodevelopment council when the billionaire
developer came a-knocking and the OCP
then became the avenue to expedite the
very type of development that the sixyear APC process sought to avoid.
These planning bylaws were made
by provincial government lawyers to
expedite development. Do not be fooled
by a wolf in sheep’s clothing. Your best
intentions now can open the door for your
worst nightmare later. We are better as
a community to deal with tomorrow’s
issues when tomorrow comes, rather than
hand over our power to a politician who
can be voted in or out at the whim of the
winds of change.
Witness the sudden reversal of
fortune in the director’s chairs. With an
OCP in place Walter Popoff could be
enacting bylaws right now with little or
no public input, simply with the approval
of the other directors in the ‘I scratch your
back, you scratch mine’ environment of
regional politics. A director without an
OCP has to be accountable to the people.
With one, his successor or he himself can
turn their back on the people in favour of
vested interests.
Richard Smedbol
Slocan
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Pity the
Palestinians

The Gaza Strip is home to 1.5 million
people, most of whom descended from
Palestinian refugees who lost their homes
when the State of Israel was created on
14 May 1948.
“Since the 1967 occupation of the
West Bank and Gaza Strip, Israel’s
military has developed a complex system
of rules and sanctions to control the
movement of the 3.4 million Palestinians
who live there.” (Israeli human rights
organization Gisha.)
In January 2009, Cardinal Renato
Martino, head of the Pontifical (Vatican)
Council for Justice and Peace, said in an
interview, “Let’s look at the conditions
in Gaza: It’s looking more and more
like a big concentration camp.” It seems
difficult to deny the comparison. The
Gaza Strip is one of the most densely
populated places on earth with 11,060
people per sq. mile. Gaza City is home
to more than one million. People of the
Strip cannot leave as they are forcibly
contained within a 360 sq. km. area by
a foreboding security perimeter fence.
Constant aerial surveillance and the
Israeli Defense Forces navy gunships also
patrol Gaza’s Mediterranean Sea coast;
these forces enter the Gaza Strip at will.
Imports and exports are tightly controlled;
unemployment is currently the norm as is
widespread poverty.
Children 17 years of age and younger
account for 48% of the population. In
April 2007 the Jerusalem Post reported
that 13.2% of the children in Gaza
suffered stunted growth and 10% suffered
permanent effects from malnutrition.
In March 2008 the World Bank stated
that about 80% of the population relied
on some form of UN humanitarian
assistance. Israeli-based human rights
organization B’tselem documented that
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians
suffer from severe water shortages
throughout summer months due to
Israeli restrictions. Basic functions such
as drinking, bathing, watering of crops
and animals is severely challenging
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– a violation of basic human rights
affecting the health, livelihoods and
quality of people’s lives. Consequently
desertification and soil degradation has
caused the 13% of arable land to decline
even further.
More recently, the United Nations
Food Program officials surveyed the
damage done to Gaza’s agricultural
industry after the three-week Israeli
assault on Gaza this January. Officials
said that between 35% and 60% of
Gaza’s agricultural lands are wrecked
and some areas may never produce
again. Dairy farms, livestock, chickencoops, orchards, greenhouses and all
forms of water sources were destroyed.
Further, 30 per cent of all arable land
was severely damaged. Further still, a
great deal of Gaza’s most productive
farmland is located within a kilometre of
the border with Israel and farmers are now
afraid to work those fields. On February
1 the Globe and Mail reported that Gaza
farmers are being shot and killed while
working their fields that are located next
to the Gaza/Israeli border. Prior to this
destruction, Gaza’s agriculture industry
employed 25% of the total population.
Victor Woods
Winlaw

Bail out the
people, now

If I had a business and failed to keep
abreast of the times, didn’t retool to meet
customer demand, had poor customer
relations, spent too much on perks for
myself, and invested badly, then went
under, would I get a bail out?
No!
So why is it OK to bail out banks and
big corporations that failed to do what
they needed to do to remain fluid, but not
the people or small businesses?
Politicians and CEOs will tell you
it’s because bailing out big banks and
corporations saves jobs. But does it
really? Or does it just save those jobs for
a little while, prolonging the inevitable?
Take the auto industry for example.
Economists, environmentalists, and
everyday people have been calling
for more fuel efficient and alternative

energy automobiles for decades now.
Meanwhile, the industry has ignored the
demand, accepted large grants and tax
breaks from government, while rewarding
their CEOs, moving jobs offshore, and
reaping record-breaking profits! Now,
in no small part due to their own folly,
they’re going under, and governments are
clamouring to help them out.
Yet, no such offer is being made to
people, who through no fault of their own,
find themselves in dire economic straits.
Both governments and big business
bristle at the suggestion of bailing out
private individuals, helping homeowners
pay for defaulted loans, restructuring the
EI system so people who paid in are better
covered, upping social assistance rates for
those on the bottom rungs.
“That’s socialism,” we hear them cry!
Why is socialism OK for big banks,
big auto, big industry, but not for the
small guy?
And why is the media not asking
this question? (Could it be because they
are all owned and operated by the big
corporations now at the public trough
asking for bailouts?)
How much would it cost us to top up
the annual incomes of people living below
the poverty line? How much would it cost
to cut cheques to people who are having
difficulty, due to unemployment, making
their mortgages?
And what would be the result of
putting the billions we’re tossing at failed
industries who continue to move jobs
offshore and lay off workers, into the
hands of everyday people?
Would they not spend it paying down
their mortgages, buying food from the
local grocery, rebuilding their savings,
education and retirement funds, investing
in their local communities?
If anyone is going to be bailed out,
it should be the people who have been
victimized by big business and the banks,
not the big businesses and the banks!
And if we’re going to give money away,
and go into debt for years doing it, that
money should be going to where it can
have the most positive effects, in our own
communities. It should not be going to the
individuals and businesses who, through
their own folly and greed, created the
meltdown in the first place.
It’s time to end corporate welfare and
bail out the people, now!
Will Webster
Kaslo

Fail to plan,
plan to fail

Area H North is a specific geographic
zone differing from Area H South by
virtue of its extremely beautiful lake and
provincial park.
Still, it is surprising that voters in
Area H South could not discern what
Area H North voters knew empirically:
that electing a director running on an
anti-planning mandate is a huge threat to
ALL stakeholders in the Slocan Valley,
with the benefit going to a few who desire
no control of development.
Stakeholders downstream of Slocan
Lake will reap the seeds of pollution
that are sown by electing a director who
favours uncontrolled development on
Slocan Lake and in the valley below.
When such diverse and responsible
citizens as Anne Sherrod, Art Joyce,

			

Liza Ireland, Dan Nicholson and Meeri
Durand feel compelled to raise objection
or comment on the crass ineptitude of the
“democratically” elected Mr. Popoff, it is
time for all residents to pay attention to
these voices.
The onus is on all residents
(willing and unwilling participants
in the democratic process) to educate
themselves as to the content of the Area
H North OCP: there is no zoning process
attached to an OCP. A zoning process is
a regulatory issue by which development
may be controlled and guided by an OCP
which describes policy.
For a fuller understanding of the OCP
implications, as described by RDCK
planner Meeri Durand, see the February
11 Valley Voice story ably covered by Jan
McMurray,
As a part-time resident of Silverton
(visit every month) who spent hours
researching and responding to the OCP,
I feel I have to agree with Carolyn
Parker: “…if Mr. Popoff can’t honour the
planning work of the north valley, then
he is not the representative of the whole
valley and should step down.”
It is also time for those who voted for
Mr. Popoff to reflect on what harm they
have done to their beautiful community
and continuance of their lifestyles.
Stakeholders of Slocan’s communities
need only look to the Shuswap, Christina
Lake and the Okanagan Valley to see the
effect of uncontrolled development and
even greater ecological disruption when
provincial governments produce ‘Orders
in Council’ exempting developers from
ecological and zoning controls.
Orders in Council bypass other
regulatory controls and do not come about
by accident. Politically sophisticated
developers know this.
…Despite government
recommendation to barge wood chips,
Chambers continues to overload the
ferries and highways; an OCP would
give direction to regulatory bodies on the
communities’ point of view.
What the residents of the Slocan
Valley have is priceless. …Please,
communities and stakeholders of the
Kootenays and the Slocan, the developers
and the politicians are out there, planning
and scheming to take the very thing that is
dearest to you, your way of life. To them
it is just another way to make money
and votes.
You have to get involved with the
official community plans and understand
how they protect you and your priceless
valley. The communities need unity on
this issue.
Get a plan!
R. McGeachy
Edmonton

No definitive
research on
health effects
of wireless
technology

“A little learning is a dangerous
thing, Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian
spring, There shallow draughts intoxicate
the brain, And drinking largely sobers
us again.”
When I feel pressure to hold certain
beliefs, I find this statement by Alexander
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Pope refreshing. I can just acknowledge
my “little learning,” shrug my shoulders
and admit that I don’t know.
Being faced with the decision
whether or not we should allow a wireless
computer network into our school, we
are confronted with taking a position in
spite of our “little learning.” Who among
us can really speak to this matter with
any degree of certainty? We have to be
careful which experts we listen to. We
shouldn’t ask a technician or an expert
in physics or chemistry to tell us about
biological effects.
We can also learn to use our “little
learning” more efficiently. I remember
in high school learning that one of the
principles of the scientific method is that
legitimate scientific research is repeatable.
So when I am told that half the research
shows that there are health problems
connected to wireless communication
and the other half does not, I know that
there has to be some bogus research out
there. I don’t have the time or funding
to study all the research, but I did take a
closer look at the Danish study, which was
large, industry funded, and appears to be
most prevalently cited in defense of the
wireless industry.
The Danish study involved 420,000
subjects from 1982-1995. The flaws in
this study are not difficult for a layman
to understand and I invite anyone to take
a look at them. (This letter would get
too long if I were to list them here.) In
their conclusion they state quite honestly:
“The results of this investigation…do not
support the hypothesis of an association
between use of these telephones and
tumors of the brain or salivary glands,
leukemia, or other cancers.” They stopped
short of pointing out that their study
was not designed to investigate these
associations. They clearly had lawyers
scrutinizing the language before they sent
it off for publication. Journalists are at
liberty to develop the interpretations that
lead us down the garden path.
Deceptive research is not put to the
scrutiny and accountability as is a flawed
consumer gadget that must be recalled. A
scientific paper sits there and haunts us for
decades after it has been published. On
September 2, 2008 the Danish study is
the first “evidence” cited in an authorless
article on the web, “How Dangerous is
Cell Phone Radiation?” (http://skeptoid.
com/episodes/4117).
Not everybody is swayed by this
devious research. There are an increasing
number of countries that prohibit or
discourage the use of wireless technology
by children. The evidence of negative
health effects is constantly growing. Ask
yourself, do you want to put your child
at greater risk than a Chinese, a Russian,
an Israeli, a German, Austrian or Swiss
child? In fact, virtually all countries have
tighter standards for wireless technology
than Canada and the US.
There is a recent BBC report on
concerns over wireless communication
devices. I would recommend it:
http://www.mastsanity.org/index.
php?option=com_content&task=view&
id=132&Itemid=113
If you have trouble making the
connection, email me at nduerichen@
netidea.com and I’ll give you the link.
Norbert Duerichen
New Denver
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RDCK presents options for Denver Siding water system
by Jan McMurray
In efforts to come to a consensus
on an upgrade for the Denver Siding
water system, another meeting was
held February 11 at Knox Hall.
Only seven Denver Siding residents
showed up. The meeting was led
by Don Nash and Rob Lang of the
Engineering and Environmental
Services department of the Regional
District of Central Kootenay
(RDCK).
Three options were presented to
the community: install a treatment
plant for the surface water system,
roughly estimated at $1,600 per
year per connection; drill a well to
replace the surface water source,
roughly estimated at $875 per year
per connection; or become part of
New Denver through a boundary
restructure, and pay for the capital
costs of amalgamating the Denver
Siding system with New Denver’s
water system, roughly estimated at
$500-$600 per year per connection.
Nash warned the residents of
what could happen if they didn’t
settle on a solution for their system,
using the recent example of South
Slocan. He informed the residents
that when South Slocan residents
rejected the improvement plan for
their water system, the IHA ordered
the RDCK to upgrade the system
anyway. As a result, the RDCK
will borrow money on behalf of
South Slocan residents without their
consent in order to comply with the
Order. “We’re getting pressure to
move forward with these things, so if
the community says no, we’ll likely
get an Order like in South Slocan,”
he warned.
Since the Drinking Water
Protection Act came into effect in
2003, local governments have been
under pressure to bring their water
systems into compliance. Under the
legislation, systems with surface
water sources are required to have
two types of treatment – usually
chlorine and UV. The Denver Siding
system, owned by the RDCK, is fed
by surface water and has been on
Boil Water Advisory for many years.
One Denver Siding resident
pointed out that many people in
North America buy their water. He
suggested that New Denver could
sell Denver Siding residents their
drinking water, and the water from
the Denver Siding system could be
used for baths, laundry, etc.
Mayor Wright explained that
New Denver council has a policy that
the Village will not provide water
outside its boundaries. “Once the
Village becomes a purveyor outside
of the Village, there are issues we
don’t want to get into,” he said. “We
have a couple of houses that we took
on 25 or 30 years ago and we don’t
want to do this again.”
Wright made it clear that the only
way New Denver would provide
water to Denver Siding was to bring
them into the Village through a
boundary expansion. “If you want
to be part of our community and our
government, then do that, and part
of the package is our water. And
then you can be a part of guiding
decisions about the water. We are
not going to charge you development
cost charges and any extras if you
come in, so we are not going to

hose you.”
Wright also said that New Denver
council doesn’t especially want to
expand Village boundaries – it is of
no great benefit to New Denver – but
that council had decided it would
take in Denver Siding if that is what
Denver Siding residents want.
Rob Lang from the RDCK told
the residents that this was definitely
not a “land grab” by the Village
of New Denver. “They have great
reservations about allowing Denver
Siding to join their system,” he
said, and explained that bringing
residential areas into Village
boundaries was usually a break-even
proposition because of the costs of
snow removal, paving, etc.
The resident took exception
to the fact that the water system
improvement was being forced upon
the community. “If the community
decided it did not want any
improvements, the IHA would order
improvements like they did in South
Slocan. If New Denver does not
want to sell water to Denver Siding,
the community is being forced into
a significant cost so we can flush
drinking water down the toilet and
drain it down our bathtubs…
The person who came up with
these regulations is probably an
urbanite,” he commented.
Another resident felt the RDCK
was assuming that Denver Siding
residents wanted to join New Denver
and objected to this, saying there
was no basis for it. He said he took
the New Denver rates and applied
them to his assessment and figured
his taxes would double if he were a
resident of New Denver.
Nash reminded him that he would
be paying approximately $1,600 or
$900 per year per connection if
Denver Siding did not become part
of New Denver, so he had to take
that into account when applying
New Denver rates to his property
assessment. Nash said the costs
would be similar when this was taken
into account. “You looked at the
user fees you pay now to the RDCK
[$250 per year per connection], but
this is not sustainable,” he said.
The resident also referred to
a 1974 letter from a groundwater
geologist to the Village of New
Denver. He said the letter stated
that there was always the possibility
of pollution of New Denver’s
groundwater by septic systems. He
pointed out that many more homes
and septic systems had been added
to New Denver since 1974. He also
said that a proposed development
had been turned down because
it was too close to the well, and
that the groundwater geologist
had recommended that no future
development take place above the
well.
Nash replied that since 1974,
there were four decades of excellent
water quality test results from New
Denver. “New Denver’s water is
regarded as some of the best in the
province. The New Denver system is
what many people would like – no
treatment required and it meets the
regulations.” He added that climate
change would not cause problems
for New Denver’s groundwater the
way it likely would for surface water
sources.

Another resident asked why New
Denver imposed water sprinkling
restrictions every summer. Mayor
Wright explained that it was to cut
pumping costs and was not because
of a shortage of water. He also said
that the Village would be installing
a new 340,000-gallon tank.
Nash said Denver Siding

community members had contacted
the RDCK with their concerns about
joining with New Denver, and most
of them were social issues. He said
New Denver had assured that it is not
their intention to change the lifestyle
of Denver Siding residents.
“I believe we can come up with
something we are all happy with,”

submitted
The Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society proudly announces the birth
of the first Slocan Lake Scientific
Baseline Study. The study will be
introduced to the community March
8, at a party held in the Silverton
Gallery from 1 to 3 pm. There will
be a PowerPoint presentation of
the major findings on water quality
and fish and wildlife foreshore
habitat, and information on the
shoreline inventory. The study will
be available for on-site examination
and copies of a short summary will
be provided. All members of the
community are invited to come help
celebrate and ask questions.
Refreshments and rejoicing will
be available.
The baseline study – a scientific
assessment of what is here, now – is
a necessary first step to help area
residents and government agencies
to decide which areas of this lake
are classified as ‘sensitive habitats’
and require protection, and which
areas are appropriate for future
development. The community, in
RDCK surveys taken in 2006/7,
overwhelmingly indicated that the
lake was a valued attribute of the
area.
Weighing in at an impressive
300+ pages plus addenda, the study
– funded by the Columbia Basin
Trust, Columbia Power Corporation,
Shell Canada Limited, Columbia
Fisheries Renewal Partnership, The
Ktunaxa Nation Council, Regional
District of Central Kootenay,
and the Villages of New Denver,
Silverton, and Slocan City – was
delivered by Luce Paquin of Galena
Environmental Ltd., with assistance
from numerous community
volunteers. The Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, as well as the
Ministry of Environment, provided
important in-kind support.
The SLSS wishes to particularly
thank these community volunteers
who provided time and assistance
during the gathering of lake data:
Jennifer Yeow, Lane Haywood,

Peter Roulston, Hillary Elliott,
Jody Cliff, Kevin Heshedahl, Hank
Hastings, Richard Johnson, Linda
Hastings, Jane Murphy and Luce
Paquin.

Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society announces new arrival!

7

said Nash. He pointed out the benefits
of an improved water system – it adds
value to properties, and subdivision
will be possible. Currently, the IHA
will not allow subdivisions in Denver
Siding because of the water system.
The next step will be a
referendum or petition process
to determine whether or not the
residents of Denver Siding want to
join the Village of New Denver.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
CAMPSITE ATTENDANT
May 1, 2009 – September 30, 2009

The Corporation of the Village of New Denver requires a Resident Park
Manager for the municipal campground. The Village of New Denver
will supply campsite and radio telephone with the Resident Manager
supplying firewood. Remuneration to be a 35% Manager and 65%
Village split. Applicant must be bondable.
Please submit applications to the Village of New Denver, in person at
115 Slocan Avenue, by mail at PO Box 40, New Denver, BC, V0G 1S0,
by fax at 250-358-7251, or by email at newdenver@netidea.com. Closing date for applications is 4:00 p.m. on Thursday March 20, 2009. For
particulars please contact the Village of New Denver Municipal Office
at 358-2316, Monday – Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Duties:
 Ensure campers use designated campsites
 Collect camping fees (cash or traveler’s cheques only) twice
daily
 Cut, split and stack wood in firewood shed, and clean up
woodshed area
 Keep campsites clean and tidy (including cutting grass and
weeds in campsites)
 Collect money from showers
 Collect garbage from campsite and park twice daily
 Clean washrooms and showers twice daily
 Maintain supplies in washrooms
 Provide basic tourist information
 Remit all funds collected to the Village Office every Monday
morning
Supplied by Attendant
 Chain saw
 Axe
 Lawn mower
 Fuel and oil for chain saw and mower
 Clippers (weed trimmer)
 Firewood
Supplied by Village
 Garbage bags
 Receipt books
 Cleaning supplies
 Washroom supplies

8
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New Denver council, February 10: Removal of debris from Carpenter Creek still unsolved
by Leah Main
• Council received a letter from the
provincial Ministry of Environment,
responding to the Village’s request for
the removal of debris from Carpenter
Creek as a result of the January
avalanches. Assistant Regional Water
Manager Dwain Boyer stated that
“the Ministry of Environment does
not have a budget for this type of
work,” and advised that the Flood
Protection Assistance Program through
Emergency Management BC would
be the appropriate agency to apply to.
However, he went on to say that “funds
may not be available in advance of this
year’s freshet. So you may have to
consider other options.” The Ministry
of Highways has already stated that
this issue is outside their mandate, and
the federal Department of Fisheries &

Oceans have yet to reply to the Village’s
letters to them. Councillor Bunka will
continue to communicate with the
Provincial Emergency Program, and try
to convince them to deal with it before
it becomes an emergency. The issue has
also been referred to RDCK emergency
preparedness services.
• A detailed report was received from
BC Ambulance Service, describing their
investment in the service and outlining
how ambulance service wages have
risen. Council noted that although
provincial government spending has
increased over the last five years, it is
apparent that the money is not getting
to rural areas. In large part, this is
because rural ambulance services rely
on volunteer staff (who are paid the
standard rate when on active duty, but
a very nominal fee for being on call),
while urban services rely on paid staff.
There is no one currently negotiating
compensation for the volunteer part-time
staff, so rural services by default remain
underfunded. And it remains very difficult

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
John Shantz
• 250-308-7941 (cell)

Please contact: Gorman
Brothers Lumber Ltd.

250-547-9296
Ministry of Forests & Range
BC Timber Sales Operating Plan #4
Arrow Timber Supply Area and TFL 23
BC Timber Sales has completed Operating Plan #4 under their approved
Forest Stewardship Plan. The Operating Plan contains information on BC
Timber Sales’ harvesting and road construction in the Arrow Timber Supply
Area and TFL 23. Operating Plan #4 will include forest development in the
following geographic area(s):
•

Sentinel Mountain

•

Big Sheep Cr.

•

Bonanza Cr.

•

Wragge (Shannon) Cr.

•

Ice Cr.

•

College Cr.

•

Burton

•

Moberley/Shields Cr.

•

Stewart Cr.

The Operating Plan shows the location of planned timber harvesting and road
development. Although not a legal requirement, BC Timber Sales is providing
this information to the public as an opportunity to learn of the planned activities
of BC Timber Sales.
This development information is available until March 16, 2009. (viewing by
appointment only) during regular business hours (Monday to Friday, 8:30 AM
– 4:30 PM at the following locations:
• Kootenay Lake Forestry Centre, Nelson B.C. Call Sean Slimmon 250-8251100 to book an appointment to view and
• B C T S , A r r o w F i e l d Te a m , A r r o w - B o u n d a r y F o r e s t D i s t r i c t
O f f i c e , 8 4 5 C o l u m b i a A v e , C a s t l e g a r, B . C . , V 1 N 1 H 3 .
Call Ken Scown 250-365-8600 to book an appointment to view or,
• A 1:250,000 scale map showing the general location of the above planned
developments can be viewed on the Web at: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/bcts/
areas/TKO/FSP_AB.htm Click on “FSP Documentation and Maps” followed
by “Operating Plan #4 Arrow”. The map is best viewed by right clicking and
choosing “save as….”

to attract volunteer staff. Councillor
Greensword and Administrator Gordon
are drafting a resolution to be taken to
the Association of Kootenay-Boundary
Local Government Association and
then to the Union of BC Municipalities,
in an attempt to gather support from
these organizations and their member
municipalities to lobby the provincial

government to address this issue.
• Regarding pick-up of a large
amount of garbage from the Donation
Store, Councillor Greensword reported
that she was informed that volunteers
were going to pick up that trash, and it
was a communication error that resulted
in the Village attending to it.
• The Village will apply for a

Summer Student worker under the
Canada Summer Jobs 2009 program.
• CBT Community Initiatives grant
applications will be reviewed by Council
at the April 28 meeting.
• Council received the 2008 financial
statement and annual report from LACE.
• Temporary Loan Bylaw No. 6312009 received three Readings.

by Leah Main
New Denver is well into its budget
process for 2009. According to Mayor
Gary Wright, “We’ve had early budget
meetings – all of them open to the public,
but nobody came. Perhaps nobody
knew.” And only about a dozen people
attended this open house, where council
shared the options they are considering,
hoping to get feedback from residents.
Wright explained, “We do what
is called zero-based budgeting. Every
service has to justify itself every year. If
we don’t need a project in a given year,
and if we can lower taxes – we will. If
we need a project, and we need to raise
taxes – we will. And every year, we go
back to zero. We look at what we can do,
and we want to hear from you on what
you want us to do each year.”
The four budget options presented
at the meeting were the result of two
rounds of examination and discussion,
and council wants public input before
making final decisions. Response forms
are available from the Village office
during normal business hours, for those
who were unable to attend the meeting.
The first option, ‘Keeping Taxes
Low,’ entails providing basic water,
fire protection and waste management
services; holding the line on staff pay
increases or cutting staff hours; making
minor cuts to things like sidewalk repair,
dangerous tree removal, information
technology, park maintenance and/or old
equipment replacement. In this scenario,

municipal taxes on every $100,000 of
assessment could fall from $240 to $220.
The second option, ‘Keeping to the
Current Plan,’ would include completing
Knox Hall repairs, replacing reserves
when we spend them; recognizing good
staff with at least modest pay increases;
remodelling Village Hall to make it
wheelchair-accessible, more energyefficient and user-friendly; increasing
staffing slightly to reduce increasing
workload in both public works and
administration; and replacing outworn
equipment. Municipal taxes would
rise from $240 to $274 per $100,000
of assessed property value under this
option.
Option number three, ‘Being a
Leader in Food Security and Social
Housing,’ would add the following
projects to the current plan: buying or
building and – if necessary – managing
at least two apartments for either
Supportive Living or Low Income
renters; providing a community kitchen;
providing a community greenhouse;
developing a community farm that
would be self-sustaining within five
years; guaranteeing a year-round evening
restaurant with public washrooms. Some
of these projects could be eligible for
funding from outside sources, but at full
cost, municipal taxes on each $100,000
of assessment could rise from $240 to
$411.
The last option, ‘Encouraging
Population and Business Growth,’ would
see the construction and management
of a complete sewer system, which
would help to further protect the
community water supply. This project
would require major provincial/federal

subsidies, because the full cost is beyond
NewDdenver’s municipal borrowing
capacity. Even with subsidy, municipal
taxes on each $100,000 of assessment
could rise from $240 to $500.
Mayor Wright and Administrator
Carol Gordon provided additional
details and responded to questions
from those in attendance, and explained
that commitments have already been
made for the following: water reservoir
replacement; gazebo in Centennial Park;
repair/replacement of the museum roof;
renovations to the Reading Centre; and
upgrading fire department vehicles and
equipment. Most of the costs of these
projects have been offset by grants from
other agencies.
Application has been made for a
Towns for Tomorrow grant to subsidize
the renovations to the Village Office.
These renovations will include building
an addition to increase usable office
space; renovating all existing office
space; installing both geothermal heating
and solar energy usage; modifying the
entryway and washroom facilities for
handicap access; new, energy-efficient
windows and lighting; a high-efficiency
exhaust system to vent vehicle gases
outside the building; a green septic
system; and porous paving for the
parking area. Total cost of this project,
including a 10% contingency fund,
would be $419,983 – 80% would
come from Towns for Tomorrow,
leaving the Village responsible for only
approximately $80,000, which would
come from reserves.
Council and Village staff hope
that residents will provide them with
the feedback they need for making the
Budget decisions. More information
on each of the options and projects is
available from Councillors and Village
staff.

New Denver presents four options at public budget meeting

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30

END OF WINTER SALE??
Exterior Prehung Doors 2X6 Jamb
32” Door Cambridge
		
SALE $ 219.99
36” Door Cambridge or Continental
		
SALE $229.99
Pinnacle Pellets – Buy 1 Ton – $250.00/Ton
Buy 3 Tons – $230.00/Ton
Inhaus Laminate Flooring Clearance
Selects: 3 Strip Maple 24.17 Sq Ft/Box
		
$1.14/Sq Ft
Sugar Maple: 20.16 Sq Ft/Box
		
$ 1.25/Sq Ft
Origins: Maple 21.55 Sq Ft/Box
		
$ 1.00/ Sq Ft
Carpet Runner – 26” Wide – 3 Colours – Blue, Black, Beige
Reg. $ 2.99/Lin Ft SALE..$ 2.19/Lin Ft
ALL ITEMS IN STOCK ONLY

SILVERTON BUILDING SUPPLIES
216 Lake Avenue, Silverton
Phone: 358-2293
Toll-free: 1-800-332-0588
sbs@silvertonbuilding.ca

Lucerne’s principal
announces her retirement

by Rachael Hodsall
It seems that Lucerne School will be
needing a new principal next year. At the
end of this school year, principal Trish
Hawkins is retiring.
“I’m a little sad to go, but a little
excited too,” she says.
When asked why she decided to
retire, Hawkins said “It’s just time. I want
to simplify my life.”
In her retirement, she plans to
spend her time gardening in her new
greenhouse, quilting, and spending lots
more time with her grandchildren.
“The thing I’m going to miss most
about my job is the kids. They’ve always
been my favourite part of the job. I wish I
could bring more to the school,” she said.
Hawkins’ successor is still unknown,
but she has some advice for them – “Be
creative and laugh a lot.”
Laughter is certainly something she
has brought to the school, along with a
growing sense of community among
both students and staff.
Hawkins still hopes to be able to
attend every grad celebration. “I want to
see them all grow up,” she says.
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Silverton council, February 16: Memorial Hall renovations going extremely well
by Leah Main
• Mayor Everett reported that MLA
Corky Evans has written a letter to
the Ministry of Community Services
wholly endorsing the Silverton Towns
for Tomorrow grant application for
water system upgrades. Representatives
from the Ministry will be visiting the
Village regarding this grant application
on February 24.
• Silverton’s budget process is
underway, with CFO Elaine Rogers and
CAO Junko Ida putting together a first
draft based on council recommendations.
The Finance Committee will meet to
review this draft in detail during the
last week of February and the first week
of March.

• Councillor Barber submitted a
detailed report on the Memorial Hall
renovations, which are not only on
target and on budget, but because of
detailed attention from all involved in
the project, some cost savings have been
identified. The floor refinishing quote
was reduced from $20,000 to $16,000
– the difference will be used toward
replacement of the mezzanine (balcony)
floor with cork tiling, refinishing
balcony stairs and installing linoleum
in the Hall entranceway. Project
Supervisor Ken Butler spent some
time investigating alternative suppliers
for the audio-visual equipment, which
has led to improvements over the
original quote. Mayor Everett offered

his congratulations and thanks to the
Community Club, whose members
have donated a significant amount of
volunteer time which has significantly
reduced project costs.
Councillor Provan reported that
the Memorial Hall project is a very
co-operative affair at this time, and
all phases are moving along quickly.
She also indicated that the Friends
of Memorial Hall plan to undertake
fundraising efforts toward stage lighting
for the Hall, hopefully to be installed
at the same time as the other A/V
equipment.
Additionally, she stepped down as
council representative to the Community
Club, citing the possibility of perception

submitted
Tumbleweeds, the new preschool
program presented by Slocan
Valley Recreation, was the recent
recipient of a sponsorship award
from Columbia Power. A creative
play program designed to help build
motor co-ordination and social skills,
Tumbleweeds is quickly proving to be
very popular.

Audrey Repin, Director of
Communications and Community
Relations for Columbia Power, paid
a visit to Crescent Valley Hall to meet
Tumbleweeds facilitator, Michelle and
some of the toddlers and parents who
take part.
“We are so pleased to be able
to support this valuable program for
young South Slocan families,” said

Repin. “It’s a great opportunity for kids
and parents alike.”
“The support offered to us by
Columbia Power will allow us to sustain
this program,” said Craig Lawrence,
recreation co-ordinator for Slocan
Valley Recreation. “Tumbleweeds is
a great way for parents and children
alike to connect. We’re very grateful
for their support.”

Columbia Power sponsors Tumbleweeds preschool program

Audrey Repin from Columbia Power Corporation visits the Tumbleweeds preschool program at Crescent Valley Hall.

WKWA launches IMAGES historical DVD

submitted
The West Kootenay Women’s
Association and the Nelson Women’s
Centre will host Second Wave Feminism
Meets the Future – Launching IMAGES,
A DVD of Perspectives from Rural BC
Women on International Women’s Day,
March 8 at 4:30 pm, at Touchstones
Museum of Art and History, 502 Vernon
Street in Nelson.
IMAGES – Kootenay Women’s
Newspaper, published in Castlegar
and Nelson from 1973 to 1991 and
distributed across Canada, offered
the voice of rural feminism on issues
ranging from birth control, machinery
and politics to aging, work, the media,
women’s music and entertainment.
Slocan Valley resident Dr. Marcia
Braundy, founder and editor and a
subsequent collective member, is the
recipient of a BC 150 Heritage Legacy
Fund grant, with the support of WKWA,

to scan the yellowing copies of IMAGES
and produce a DVD which will hold all
19 years of the newspaper, readable and
searchable with graphics intact.
During the March 8 DVD launch,
some of the IMAGES stories will be
interwoven with reflections on their
relevance today. After Braundy’s
presentation, representatives of local
groups will speak on issues that affect

women’s lives in the Kootenays and
around the world.
Music and laughter will be
provided by the Raging Grannies and
members of the Images Ad Hoc Singers.
Refreshments will be available, and the
event is free to the public.
Orders for the final IMAGES DVD
will be taken at the event, due out at the
end of March.

SLOCAN VALLEY
COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Sunday March 22, 2009
12:30 pm - 3 pm
Passmore Hall
* Election of Directors *
3 vacant positions

Marcia Braundy, holding first and
last issues of IMAGES – Kootenay
Women’s Newspaper (1973-1991)

Special resolution re joint membership
First 30 attendees
will receive a $10 Co-op Gift Card!
Special
First 50 attendees
resolution and
financial
will get a free lunch!
statement at
Borscht, cheese and dessert

Special Guest: Nick Osachoff

the store after
March 7

of bias since she is very active in the
club. Councillor Johnson will be the
council representative instead.
• Councillor Johnson has attended
ongoing meetings regarding ambulance
service with various agencies and
organizations. They have identified
the most significant problem as a “lack
of volunteers,” and the majority of
funding goes to paid staff in urban areas,
leaving rural localities with diminished
service. BC Ambulance will consider
allowing driver-only volunteers, and
will advertise this in the near future.
New Denver is circulating a draft
resolution to be brought to UBCM
regarding the rural ambulance situation.
Councillor Johnson recommended that
Silverton support this.
• Public Works and Administration
are still working on an overall plan
for the municipal block, which will
include a site for the Community Club’s
proposed storage shed. The Community
Club had hoped to have a site identified
by this time. Mayor Everett will do
follow-up to make sure this happens as
quickly as possible.
• Council approved the Community
Club request for use of the area in front
of the Village office and the Gallery
parking area for their March 21 car
wash.
• Councillors Bell and Johnson,
and Administrator Ida will attend an
Emergency Management Workshop in
Castlegar on April 7. Ida will also attend
a ‘Trees for Tomorrow’ workshop in
Nelson on February 27. This workshop
will help the Village plan, fund,
implement and sustain community green
spaces, and will provide information on
sources of funding.

9

• Council gave three readings
to Bylaw No. 454-2009, Boulevard
Improvement and Regulation. The
bylaw creates a process for residents
to apply for permission to use and
improve boulevards, such as by planting
grass, placing decorative rock, paving
a driveway, etc. The bylaw prohibits
placing a wall, fence, tree, shrub
or hedge on a boulevard; prohibits
placing anything on a boulevard that
would interfere with snow removal;
and requires every owner of property
adjacent to a boulevard to maintain that
boulevard in a clean and safe condition.
Once this bylaw is adopted, the Village
will work with residents to identify
any potential issues and resolve them
amicably. The bylaw will be in full force
by May 1.
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Planting the Seeds – Kaslo Food Security Project movie premiere

by Nadine Raynolds
In an intimate setting
at the BlueBelle Bistro, the
Kaslo Food Security Project
premiered its movie, Planting
the Seeds, on February 12.
About 30 people gathered
for a lovely meal made of all
locally grown foods and foods
that could be grown locally –
quinoa cabbage rolls, beet kale
salad, and fresh baked buns
made with spelt from the local
CSA (Community Supported
Agriculture) grain project.
Following a unique beet fudge
brownie for desert, the crowd
relaxed into the movie.
Producer Hadas Levy
worked in collaboration with
the Kaslo Food Security Project
to create the 50-minute film.

From pulling up turf in the Gray
family’s backyard to dancing on
pea pods with Patrick Steiner of
Stellar Seeds, the movie follows
the seasons and stories of food
security initiatives in Kaslo.
The Lawns to Gardens project
is profiled, demonstrating
the real capacity we have to
grow a significant portion of
our own food, and reflects on
the rewarding experience of
gardening. Helpful hints and
gardening tips are highlighted
as movie viewers learn about
the Kaslo Community Garden.
From site preparation to planting
a variety of seeds, to water
systems set up and witnessing
children pulling up huge carrots,
the movie is both instructive and
inspiring. Wild edible walks

and canning workshops further
entice the viewer to get closer
to understanding and working
with local foods.
The Village of Kaslo is
the third municipality in BC to
have a Food Charter, and the
movie illustrates how “growing
food is a political act.” Our
mountain communities face
many challenges with finding
flat arable land, and are under
pressure, ever more so, to make
critical land use decisions.
The Kaslo Food Security
Project and North Kootenay
Lake Community Services are
building a healthy foodshed by
getting dirty. With an intention
of becoming more self reliant,
eliminating poverty, reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, and

maintaining a healthy vibrant
community, food security
projects continue in the Kaslo
area. Projects are sponsored by
UBCM, the Village of Kaslo,
Environment Canada’s Eco
Action Community Funding
Program, and are administered

by the North Kootenay Lake
Community Services.
The Planting the Seeds:
Kaslo Food Security Project
movie will be available online
soon (check YouTube). You
can also contact Aimee Watson,
Project Coordinator, at 353-

7691. The movie premiere
is a tasting of the innovative
and creative initiatives that
Kaslo has pursued, and is
motivation for furthering a
more secure, sustainable food
system in communities across
the Kootenays.

submitted by Seán Hennessey
This Saturday, Argenta’s
long tradition of popular,
enthusiastic square dances
takes a new turn: brand-new
musicians are being imported
from Nelson. The new group
is Kootenay Kontra Band,
which was formed in 2008
in response to the growing
demand for old-time dancing
music in the Kootenays.
This Saturday’s dance is
at 8 pm on February 28 at the
Argenta Hall. Admission is
on a sliding scale, from $5 to
$10 for adults, from $1 to $2
for children. Pizza, soup and
goodies will be for sale starting

at 7 pm.
Argenta’s community
dances have been going on for
at least six decades and have
drawn dancers and musicians
from great distances. The
core musicians, though, have
generally come from the
Lardeau Valley. Over the last
20 years many of these local
musicians have moved away
and, with musicians harder
to find, there have been fewer
dances.
Enter Kootenay Kontra
Band. With a different line-up
of musicians for different gigs,
they always play a lively mix of
dance music. Caroline Giguère

on fiddle, Catherine McGrath
on mandolin, Anneke Rosch
on accordion, and Dmitro
Woychuk on upright bass will
grace the hall this time.
Fifty years ago, Argenta’s
dances were held monthly;
homesteaders from Johnson’s
Landing would do their
chores in the evening, walk to
Argenta, dance until midnight,
then walk home in time to milk
the cows in the morning.
These days, people come
from farther away, or just
down the road. The crowd
generally includes all kinds of
people and all ages, including
babies sleeping in the corner.

Argenta to try new square dance music

Kootenay Kontraband’s line-up for this Saturday’s dance in Argenta: Caroline Giguère on fiddle,
Catherine McGrath on mandolin, Anneke Rosch on accordion, and Dmitro Woychuk on upright bass.

NACF fundraising at credit union
submitted
The Nakusp and Area
Community Foundation
will hold a silent auction at
Kootenay Savings Credit
Union in Nakusp March 3

to March 14 to raise funds to
cover its operating expenses.
The money it gives out to
various organizations is from
the interest on endowment
funds. The foundation can’t

use that money for operations
funding and needs a minimum
of $1,000 per year to operate.
It must raise at least $400 to
meet operating expenses for
this year.

Nakusp and Area Community Foundation directors Dave Jackson and Barb Chwachka present
principal George Harding with a $600 cheque for the Healthy Food Program for Burton and
Edgewood schools. The money will provide milk and fruit for the students. $1,000 was presented
to Nakusp Secondary School in January for its lunch program.
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Silverton Gallery coffeehouse a fitting tribute to Lorna Obermayr
Fry proved the ideal MC, introducing
and gently cajoling performers, telling
jokes (“How do you get 40 Canadians
out of a swimming pool? Just ask.”)
and booming out English pub classics in
his resonant baritone. Fry was adept at
recruiting the audience for sing-alongs,
and the vocal training of some locals
was in fine form with some heavenly
harmonies. His efforts to keep the
program on time, however, were doomed
from the start. The performing bug, it
seems, is infectious and everyone wanted
their 15 minutes of fame. DJ Wright

kicked off the program by reminding
everyone that the evening was dedicated
to Lorna.
Our own local cowboy Tonio
Bacharach opened the night with down
home versions of well-known Woody
Guthrie songs. DJ Wright and friends
performed several cabaret standards in
French including a fine version of Edith
Piaf’s La Vie En Rose smoothly sung
by Luce Paquin. Jeremy Down peeled
the paint with some ripping slide guitar
while Paul Gibbons kept the beat. Down
later added tasteful flourishes to Soleil

photo credit: art joyce

by Art Joyce
Friends of Lorna Obermayr turned
out to honour her passing February
21 with an evening of song, story,
poetry and some good laughs. The
Silverton Gallery hosted a gathering that
proves the north Slocan Valley has an
‘embarrassment of riches’ where talent is
concerned. The event, organized by Sue
Mistretta, was designed to raise funds for
the purchase of an item of Obermayr’s
artwork that will find a permanent home
in the gallery.
Cup and Saucer proprietor Matthew

Main’s original songs with MC Fry
weaving his flute tastefully throughout.
Keith Newberry strapped on his
Telecaster to perform several originals,
including a ‘family that slays together,
stays together’ number he wrote last
Halloween that had the audience splitting
a gut. Visiting young guitarist Michael
Marquardson fluently fingerpicked
his way through three Stephen Stills
classics and one original, proving that
some songs are truly timeless. Michael
Dorsey and Leah Main spun out the
country blues with saxophone wizard
Howard Bearham pouring on the honey

horn. Those who hung on until midnight
were transported into a late night jazz
club with the skilful stylings of bassist
Brian Stolle and friends.
The literary element was equally
well represented, with heartfelt poetry
by Stephen Lones, a witty story about
an abortive meditation retreat by Don
Law, poetry and mythic prose with a
surreal twist by Joyce, and a short poem
by Willow in praise of beautiful men.
Over $500 was raised and organizers
are still accepting donations. Call Sue
Mistretta at 358-2167 or Penelope Stuart
at 358-7269.
Kiss The Bride will be at the
Kootenay Bridal Gala at The
Prestige in Nelson on March 1!
Fashion shows! Door Prizes!
www.kootenaybridalgala.com
or 250-304-1901 for more info.

Wedding Dresses & Prom Dresses, Mother of the Bride & Bridesmaid
Dresses, Cocktail Dresses, Custom Design & Accessories
1B-1801 Columbia Ave (above CIBC),
Castlegar 250-304-1901,
info@kissthekootenaybride.ca
www.kissthekootenaybride.ca

Paul Gibbons and Jeremy Down perform at the Silverton Gallery coffeehouse held February 21. The coffeehouse was held in honour
of Lorna Obermayr and to raise funds for the purchase of an item of her artwork that will find a permanent home in the gallery.

Housing seminar comes to Nakusp, March 12
submitted
What do we know about the
housing situation in Nakusp and
area? George Penfold presents the
data to community leaders, service

providers, builders, developers, real
estate agents, bankers, and people
who care. Penfold is the Regional
Innovation Research Chair for Rural
Economic Development, Selkirk

by Rachael Hodsall
Coming soon – a place for your
pet to stay! Located in Vallican at
3875 Indian Point Road, the Frog
Peak Pet Resort will be opening on
March 6.
“It has always been a goal of
mine to open a home-based business
involving animals,” says Rebecca
Oliver, owner of Frog Peak Pet
Resort. “This is my dream job!”
The resort will be offering
boarding for dogs right away, and
for cats by June. Five indoor/outdoor
kennels will be available, as well as
a two-acre fenced adventure park.
The pet resort will be offering a
wide variety of activities for dogs,
including walks, outdoor playtime,
and plenty of time to explore the

adventure park. Two meals per day
are served, and there are treats and a
tummy rub at bedtime.
“Our goal is to provide a
safe, fun, healthy and stimulating
environment for our dog and cat
guests,” says Oliver.
Oliver has experience as a vet
assistant in Nelson and Invermere,
and has volunteered at the Cranbrook
SPCA. She also has a degree in
behavioural psychology.
Oliver has always been involved
with animals. She currently owns
dogs, a cat, and horses. She has
completed level 2 Parelli (natural
horsemanship) with one of her
horses. For more information, call
the Frog Peak Pet Resort at 250226-7660.

New resort opening – for pets

Rebecca Oliver’s Frog Peak Pet Resort opens March 6.

College.
You are invited to bring your
own information and share your
thoughts. The event takes place
Thursday March 12, 7 pm at Selkirk
College in Nakusp.
Contact Laurie Page for more
information or if you’re planning
to attend: laurie.page@telus.net or
250-265-4542.

Inspiring
Arts

Global Gift
Discoveries

Winter Hours
Open: Friday and Saturday • 10:30 a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Regular hours resume March 15th
“Have a fabulous winter, see you in the spring!”
Debra and Rod

3 1 8 B ro a d w a y S t .

Nakusp, BC

265-3288
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Slocan council, February 11: Rail Trail issues to be resolved
by Don Currie
• Council and the Slocan Valley
Heritage Trail Society (SVHTS) have
agreed to resume consultations on
outstanding issues related to trail use
inside Village boundaries and at the
lakefront following a presentation by
Rory Lindsay and Heather Burns from
SVHTS. SVHTS is an all-volunteer
organization that manages the Slocan
Valley Rail Trail under a stewardship
agreement with Tourism BC, which
owns the former CPR rail bed lands in
the Slocan Valley.
SVHTS requested that the Village
snowplow the parking lot adjacent to
the gazebo and remove snow banks that
block the trail at Park Street near the
bridge. There is also an urgent need for a
comprehensive and long-term approach
to development on the lakeshore.

The Corporation of
the Village of Slocan

Notice of
OCP Public
Open House
Please be advised
that there will be an
OCP Public Open
House Planning
Charette
At the Silvery Slocan Hall
On March 16 at 4:00 pm
For further information,
please contact the Village
Office at 355-2277

Lindsay tabled a map showing
Village, SVHTS (Tourism BC), Springer
Creek and CPR land ownership issues
that were outstanding. Access to the
boat launch for example is across land
the Village doesn’t own. Proposals to
transfer CPR land to Springer Creek
remain unresolved and land swap
arrangements between the Village and
Springer Creek are still on the table.
SVHTS called for the re-establishment
of a committee to sort out problems.
Council adopted a three-part motion
to receive the information, direct the
CAO to inform council on the status of
previous negotiations between parties,
and schedule meetings involving all
parties to resolve outstanding issues.
• Council re-established a public
question period. Don Currie asked
council to note the provisions in the
new January 27 federal budget relating
to social and seniors housing. He called
upon council to establish a social and
seniors housing committee and to
review a feasibility study commissioned
some years ago to secure funding for
seniors housing projects in the Village.
Council agreed, and established a
housing committee. Mayor Perriere
and Councillor McGreal will work on
the project and will recruit community
volunteers.
• John Van Bynen thanked
Councillors Lunn and Elliott and local
volunteers for assisting with cleaning the
ice rink and promoting the skate-a-thon.
• Connie Myers wanted to know
what was happening with the library that
had been assigned space at the Slocan
Health and Wellness Centre (SHWC).
CAO Shana Paivarinta explained in a
summary report that part of the space
assigned for a reading centre (library)
was needed for the expanding activities
of the fitness centre, which now includes
yoga, dance and stretching and floor
exercises. Part of the space is also
required for the emergency operations
centre. The CAO proposed that shelving
for books be installed in such a way as
to provide open space to accommodate
all activities. Council decided that “the
reading room be set up to be used as a
multi-purpose room to accommodate
users from the library, fitness centre and
emergency operations centre personnel
and information on the arrangement be
reviewed in the monthly reports from

NOTICE

The Area “H” North TV Society strives to
deliver a variety of quality program choices
to valley residents. Television and radio
stations are available for everyone to enjoy
at home, in the car or on the job! There are
no monthly fees and only a small annual
property tax levy. If you wish to observe,
comment or participate please make time
to attend the

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
of AREA “H” North TV Society
7:00 pm Tuesday March 10, 2009
at the Hidden Garden Gallery in
New Denver

the fitness centre and reading room
committees.
• A letter from Pete Taylor estimates
the cost of renovating the Women’s
Institute Hall at more than $100,000.
The Women’s Institute has requested
that council set aside $20,000 towards
the cost of the project. A staff report
says it is difficult to commit $20,000 to
a project without a viable financial plan,
and recommends that the Village allow
the Legion to sublet to the Women’s
Institute and apply the $20,000 to the
installation of a commercial kitchen.
Councillors decided to call a special
meeting with stakeholders in the second
week in March to consider this.
• Staff reported that the grant for
renovation of the Village offices has
been finalized and the contract has
been signed. Work on the project will
commence with the issuing of the
permit. A maximum of $136,000 has
been approved from BCMRIF with
the remaining grant money coming
from gas tax funding to a maximum
of $68,000. A preliminary energy
efficiency assessment by Fortis to
secure rebates for windows, lighting and
insulation has been conducted.
• Council discussed the staff report
regarding the proposals of Ray Caouette
of Slocan Holdings Ltd. to construct
merge lanes on either side of Giffin
Avenue to route truck traffic to and from
Springer Creek mill as well as building
a paved cul de sac on Fitz Street east of
Slocan Street on the north side of the
hotel. The staff report identified that a

hydrant, underground pumping station,
water-main intersection valves and a
water line would be affected by the
project. The Village would also lose
the potential of five residential lots on
Slocan Street south of Giffin.
Councillor Patricia McGreal voiced
her opposition to the proposal for safety
reasons. Councilor Lunn favoured the
proposal because it would create local
employment but said she needed more
information. Councillor Elliott also
expressed safety concerns and said she
understood the project would go ahead
whether or not there was agreement on
the merge proposal. Mayor Perriere
was concerned about the problems of
moving water lines and the loss of lots
to gain improvements at an intersection.
CAO Paivarinta said council could
look at the proposal after the developer
applies for a permit from the ministry.
Council adopted a motion that it would
consider proceeding to a traffic study
upon written approval of this project
from the ministry, and providing the
cost of the traffic study is incurred by
Slocan Holdings.
• Council adopted a Rental of
Health and Wellness Centre policy. The
current practice is to rent the facility
by issuing Temporary Licenses to Use
that will expire in March 2009. Tenants
are charged $40 per day for up to eight
hours. Long-term rentals cost $40 per
day, $200 weekly and $800 monthly.
Council decided that pending the
adoption of a Fees Bylaw the temporary
rates prevail.

• The report by Fran Wallis, fitness
centre co-ordinator, updated council
on the operation of the Slocan Fitness
Centre. There were 191 fitness centre
users in December; this grew to 391 in
January. To date 47 passes have been sold
– 41 monthly, five three-month, and one
for a year. The fitness centre is staffed
with 20 volunteers. Dale Myers, Laurie
Card, Jon Miller and Alf Anderson
are providing regular maintenance to
equipment.
• Council made the following
committee appointments. Waterfront
Committee: Councillors Elliott and Lunn;
OCP Review Advisory Committee:
Councillors Lunn and McGreal; Reading
Centre/Library Committee: Councillor
McGreal; Fitness Centre Committee:
Mayor Perriere; Community Forest
(SIFCO) Committee: Mayor Perriere;
Slocan Valley Recreation Committee:
Councillors Elliott and Mayor Perriere;
Social and Housing Committee: Mayor
Perriere and Councillor McGreal. There
was no appointment to the Treaty
Advisory Committee. Council will
advertise for community volunteers to
participate in the committees.
• Council decided to advertise for
expressions of interest for use of the
Valhalla Crew camp lands with a closing
date of mid-March.
• Tim Hill, public works foreman,
reported on snow removal and progress
on the swimming platform. An
emergency measures exercise will take
place on February 26 simulating action
to be taken in the event of an ice storm.

by Jan McMurray
At the Kootenay-Slocan Lion’s
Club meeting at the Passmore Hall
on February 18, former Area H
Director Don Munro was inducted
into the club by Zone Chair John
Bowles.
“I promised them I’d join as
soon as I was done with the RDCK,
and they were on the phone within
minutes of the release of the election
results,” said Munro.
School trustee for the Slocan
Valley, Barb Lindsay, was the guest
speaker at the meeting. She spoke
about Destination Imagination, a
program for children that fosters
creative thinking and problem
solving. A regional competition is
coming up on February 28 at WE
Graham School in Slocan, starting
at 9:30 am. The event is open to the
public and is sure to be entertaining.
There are 11 teams in the whole area,
from Edgewood to Nelson.
A delicious dinner was served by
Kelly’s Catering out of Winlaw. The
club meets weekly, with one meeting
per month including dinner.

The Kootenay-Slocan Lion’s
Club has 18 members and is in
its 32nd year. The club provides
scholarships to graduating students
at Mount Sentinel Secondary School,
and donates funding to several
local groups, including the WE
Graham Community Service Society
and the Slocan Valley Recreation
Commission. They have also been
known to assist local people who
have experienced a tragedy such
as a house fire or who have health

challenges.
Lions Club International is
recognized worldwide for its service
to the blind and visually impaired.
The local Kootenay-Slocan club
donates to the Canadian National
Institute for the Blind and SightFirst,
an ambitious Lions program that has
helped hundreds of millions of adults
and children.
For more information about the
club, contact Norm Essery at 250226-7745.

submitted
Are you thinking about the
upcoming gardening season?
Looking for some untreated heritage
and locally grown seeds that are
proven to be successful in the area?
The annual Slocan Valley Seed
Exchange Day takes place at the
Slocan Park Hall on Sunday, March
1. One of the largest seed exchange

days in the Kootenays, this event
brings out a large number of organic
growers with a wide range of
local seed, root stock and cuttings
available.
The event, organized by Slocan
Valley Recreation, runs from 1 to 4
pm this year at the hall on Hwy 6, just
north of the Co-op.
Everyone is welcome to come
and buy, sell or trade at the event,
from the neophyte gardener just
starting to break the soil, to those who
have worked the soil for generations,
or those who create a variety of other

Kootenay-Slocan Lions induct new member

Former Area H Director Don Munro was inducted into the Kootenay-Slocan
Lions Club on February 18. Pictured here, left to right, are Zone Chair John
Bowles, Don Munro and local Lions member Neil Nix.

Seed Exchange day in the Slocan Valley

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30

products from the land around them.
As well as a seed exchange, it’s a
venue to learn more about the wide
range of farming issues which are
confronting our future and the variety
of responses that are underway to
ensure we all have a healthy seed
source for the future.
Admission is by donation and
can either be monetary or a nonperishable item for the Slocan Food
Bank. Vendors should contact Slocan
Valley Recreation at 226-0008 as
soon as possible to reserve their
table space.
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Rotary Club of Nakusp presented Bedside Manor for annual dinner theatre
The Rotary Club of Nakusp’s 11th
annual dinner theatre, held February
13 & 14, was the perfect place for a
Valentine’s Day date. Bedside Manor
was the perfect entertainment.
During cocktail hour, Rotarians
and actors milled about with
‘medicine’ (candy) and condoms for
the guests. Charming Frank Moroz
and his crew came around to sell 50-

50 tickets.
A delicious roast beef dinner,
prepared by John and Carol Moroz
and crew, was served by the Nakusp
Secondary School band students.
Emcee Misty Crosby-Bone told
the audience that only 12 people
turned out to the casting call for the
play, so they recruited many actors
from the high school and four students

from the elementary school. Quite
impressive for a cast and crew of 36.
The young performers didn’t
disappoint. They were comfortable on
stage and ad-libbed effortlessly. Their
confidence and stage presence bodes
well for the future of amateur theatre
in Nakusp and district.
Much credit has to go to Director
Michele Williams for pulling this off.

She obviously inspired the cast with
her dedication and hard work.
The chief doctor at Bedside
Manor, Dr. Jeckyll (Rachel Hughes)
is under investigation because there
is too much laughter and joking
going on.
Miss Eagleye (Megan Rivers)
from the Board of Health believes
that something funny’s going on at
Debside Manor, and she’s right.
Four interns show up for their
practicum. One of them, Dr. Huggems
(Dan Nolan) can’t stand the sight of
blood.
Gypsy Moth (Misty CrosbyBone) is admitted against her will to
have her appendix removed bringing
her troupe of Chilali Berisoff, Carlos
Torres, Rebecca and Kathleen Nolan
to camp in the hospital waiting room.
Hilarity and blood vendettas ensue. In
the end Gypsy Moth gets to keep her
appendix – in a jar.
Jake Williams gives an excellent
performance as an inebriated patient
who’s more than a little down on his
luck.
Nurse DeFarge (Darryl Smolik),
can’t keep a secret. Nurse Barton
(Mandie Konkin) and Nurse
Nightingale (Randy Benjamin)
dispense sage advice and medicine.

Often with enormous syringes.
A TV crew (Jenny Conkin and
Shaely Gresiuk) show up to film an
episode of ‘This was your life’ at the
hospital.
Leslie Graham and Val Scott are
patients at the hilarious hospital and
Eilish Bobicki and Erin McLeod are
Band Aides. Kim Reich is Miss Pepto.
Lorraine McCready plays Molly
Morgan. Robin Crosby is the Hospital
Security Officer. Joel Weatherhead
plays a young husband, and Jenny
Konkin is his wife.
In the end, Dr. Fred (Bonnie
McGinnis) is found to be the bad guy
- an imposter in fact. Dr. Jeckyll’s job
is saved and Dr. Huggems gets over
his fear of blood.
Kudos all around. Good acting,
solid directing and fabulous food.

Honey Bear
Bakery
Winter Hours

Tues-Fri 9:00-4:00
Closed Sat, Sun & Mon
311 7th Ave NW • Nakusp • 265-4633
Rear Alley Entrance

Dr. Jekyll (Rachel Hughes) interviews the new interns, Drs. Huggems (Dan Nolan), Sweets (Kori Lynn Crosby), Pinch
(Megan Hughes) and Snapgrass (Derek Shiell) while an inebriated patient (Jake Williams) lies passed out on the floor.

Brandi Disterheft plays the Bonnington
submitted
On Monday, March 9, the Arrow
Lakes Arts Council presents the
fourth concert in the Concert Series.
Brandi Disterheft, bassist, is taking
the jazz world by storm since the
release of her first album, which
won her the 2008 JUNO Award for
Jazz Album of the year (Canadian
Grammy).
Brandi’s career began in her
teens performing with her mother,
a jazz pianist from Chicago. Brandi
has already toured Japan and China;
opened for Diana Krall and Pharoah
Sanders; performed at jazz festivals in
Vienna and Chicago; and she’s even
played at Carnegie Hall.
It is not only her swinging bass
playing that is making people sit
up and take notice, but also her
innovative writing style using lively
grooves with influences all the way
from Mingus to Bjork.
Her suite of nine original songs,
Debut, has had the ear of audiences
and critics, who are grooving to
Brandi’s powerful compositions and
fiery playing. Produced by Michael
Kaeshammer, the disc has earned
raves from the likes of All About Jazz:
“Disterheft’s debut is testimony to a
remarkable talent”; and Eye Weekly:
“This rising star is now the centre of
her own solar system.” The recent
JUNO win is surely just one sign of
a very bright future.
Thanks to Michael Kaeshammer’s
recommendation to contact the Arrow
Lakes Arts Council to perform here,
Nakusp and area is privileged to have

Brandi Disterheft as part of this year’s
Concert Series. Brandi will be touring
with her Quintet: Terra Hazelton vocals; Chris Gale - tenor saxophone;
Stacie McGregor - piano/rhodes; Sly
Juhas - drums; and Brandi on bass.
There will be a pre-concert chat
starting at 7 pm. Again we will have
guest artists and host for this event.
This event is free for the public to
attend. There will be tickets available
for wine and cheese at $5 and for pop/
bottled water and cheese for $3.
Come and join us for an evening
of Jazz with Brandi Disterheft
and her Quintet at the Bonnington
on Monday, March 9. Tickets are
available at the Broadway Deli until
4 pm, then they will be available at
the door of the Bonnington, if there
are any left, when the doors open at
7:30 pm.

The Arrow Lakes Arts
Council presents
In performance at the
BONNINGTON ARTS
CENTRE
BRANDI DISTERHEFT
And her Quintet
IN
An evening of Jazz
Monday, March 9 at
8:00 pm
Tickets are $27 Adults
$22 Seniors (60 and over)
Students $12.00 (17 & under)
Concession is included in
ticket price!
Tickets available at the
Broadway Deli or at the door

Doors open at 7:30 pm
WOOD PRESERVERS LTD.

BUYERS OF CEDAR
& PINE POLES
Mike Casey cell 344-8477
Offering planning, management
and sales for Woodlot Licences
and Private Land Owners.
P.O. Box 4,
Brisco, B.C. V0A 1B0

Phone (250) 346-3315
Fax (250) 346-3218

TOLL FREE 1-866-346-3315

Hospitality Host: Margo’s
Sunny Hill Lodging

Free “Pre Concert Chat”
at the Bonnington with
guest artists & host
Tickets for Wine & Cheese
($5.00) or Pop/Bottled Water
& Cheese ($3.00)
from 7:00 to 7:30 pm

Welcoming Lynnette Graham to
the Century 21 Mountainview
Nakusp Team
Lynnette is pleased to be joining the Century 21 Mountainview
Realty sales team, having just recently gained her licensing. Lynnette
and her husband Steve have strong family ties right here in the
Kootenays, both being mainly raised in Castlegar. Steve owns and
operates the truck that brings mail between Castlegar and Nakusp
for the past several years contracting for Canada Post. As such
they’ve had the opportunity to spend a great deal of time in the
Nakusp area and feel that this is the perfect time for their family
to relocate there. Lynnette has extensive knowledge of the whole
West Kootenay Area, along with several years experience in various
aspects of the service industry. Lynnette looks forward to assisting
you with all of your Real Estate needs now and in the future. Her
goal is to go that Extra Mile to help you find your dream home or
help you sell the one you already have. Lynnette can be contacted
directly at (250)304-7952 or 1-877-304-7952 or by email at Lynnette.
graham@century21.ca

Mountainview Realty Ltd.
1695 Columbia Avenue
Castlegar, BC V1N 1J1
Ph: 250-365-2111 Fax: 250-365-6651

Toll-Free: 1-877-930-4600
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Nakusp council, February 10: Arena building re-named
by Jan McMurray
• The arena building was renamed ‘Nakusp and Arrow Lakes
Community Complex’ at the Nakusp
and Area Arena Local Service
Commission meeting held February 3.
• A revised Facility Rental policy
was approved, as recommended by
the Nakusp and Area Arena Local
Service Commission. Rental rates
have increased, and the Village will
now be charged the non-profit rate
for use of the community complex
facilities. Also, a Grant In Aid
program is being developed for
fee reductions and waivers for
community groups. The Village will
allocate a maximum of $4,000 for
waiving rental fees for the community
complex, and Area K Director Paul
Peterson will match that amount,
for a total of $8,000 worth of rental
fees that can be waived in a year.
Last year, approximately $7,500 was
provided in fee waivers. A policy
on the Grant In Aid program will
be considered at the next meeting of
the Nakusp and Area Arena Local
Service Commission.
• Council agreed to go ahead with
the engineering report to determine
if the youth centre can be built over
the curling rink lounge. CAO Lafleur
said he estimated the cost of the
report to be somewhere between
$2,000 and $3,000.
• Councillor Mueller brought
forward five recommendations from
the Nakusp Co-operative Marketing
Committee. Council approved them
all: a rack card will be created for
the hot springs; a 1-800 number will
be acquired for the hot springs; the

draft tourism budget was referred
to the next budget meeting; an
information sheet will be sent to local
businesses regarding the use of the
Village logo; the image bank will be
regional, rather than just focusing on
the Village.
• Mayor Hamling reported that
she has agreed to sit on a select
committee of the RDCK to identify
a long-term strategy for providing
services. She also thanked council
members for a “great day put in on
our three-year plan.” She said she
appreciated the input provided by
senior staff and department heads,
as well. All councillors agreed that it
was a very good exercise. Council set
another meeting on March 2 at 3 pm
to review the plan before adopting it.
• Councillor Leitch reported that
the Nakusp and Area Community
Forest would be holding an open
house on March 16, and that George
Penfold from Selkirk College was
coming to Nakusp to speak about
affordable housing on March 12.
• Bylaw 496-3, Amendment
to the Traffic Street and Sidewalk
Control Bylaw 496 was adopted.
CAO Lafleur said he would send
information about the bylaw to
businesses.
• Bylaw 500-4, to amend
Garbage Collection Bylaw 500 was
adopted. Rates will increase to $2.50
per bag and $17.50 per cubic metre,
effective April 1.
• Council approved a $400
contribution towards the cost of the
Community Projects Co-ordinator’s
attendance at the 2009 BC Tourism
Industry Conference in Vancouver
on February 12-13.

• Chris Andrews from BC
Rockies Tourism will be invited to
a council meeting as a delegation

to give a regional tourism update
and explanation of the Community
Tourism Opportunities program.

• Accounts payable of
$189,505.81 for the month of
January were approved.

submitted
The Summit Lake Ski Club Race
Day was a huge success! On Saturday,
February 14, 111 enthusiastic ski and
board racers competed for trophies and
medals. The skiers ran two courses, both
a tight slalom down Straight Flush and a
fast, fun grand slalom down The Abbey.
Snowboarders ran the boarder course on
Straight Flush twice. Conditions were
hard but not icy, and the courses held
up well.
There was some tight competition
this year. In the 9- to 11-year-old male
ski category, the difference between gold
and bronze was less than half a second!
It’s a good thing that Solomon, Angus,
and Cailan are team mates.
Chelsey Groffen was the second
fastest snowboarder on the hill, finishing
a mere second and a half behind Alex
Thorp. She was actually faster on their
first run. The most brutal competition
seemed to be among the 40+ female
skiers. Many of our ski coaches are in this
category, and these women are hot racers.
Of special note this year was the
“Special Olympics” category. Joe David
and Monica Shiell both successfully
participated in this event.
The John Gleboff Award for the
fastest high school skier went to Bryar
McQuair.
The Tim Markholm Award for the
fastest high school boarder was scooped
by Alex Thorp.
The Teanne Jones Award for the
fastest skier and snowboarder registered

in the 2009 Nancy Greene race program
was won jointly by Claire Jackson on
skis and Colten Petterson on his board.
Many thanks go to the efficient, hard
working volunteer group who covered
everything from race registration, course
set up and take down, gatekeeping,
sideslipping, timing, and awards. Big
thanks also go to the great staff at
the Summit Lake Ski Area for their
continued support.
Snowboard 40+ male: Matt McKee,
Eric Waterfield, Dave Jackson;
SB 40+ F: Denyse Marshall, Misty
Bone;
SB 19-39 F: Angela Carson;
SB 15-18 M: Alex Thorp, Sam
Switzer, Cameron Carruthers;
SB 15-18 F: Chelsey Groffen;
SB 12-14 M: Gareth Douglas,
Dalton Godtmark, T’ai Ballard;
SB 12-14 F: Carolynne Carruthers,
Amy Surina, Kathleen Fox;
SB 9-11 M: Greg Markholm, Colten
Petterson, Yoan Shandro-Gosselin;

SB 9-11 F: Kathleen Nolan;
SB 6-8 F: Sydney Bone;
Ski 40+ M: Rob Stevens, Guy
Mowbray, Eric Waterfield;
Ski 40+ F: Frances Swan, Barb
Lewis, Allison Alder;
Ski 19-39 M: Coleman Mackintosh,
Dean Zanier, Dan Nolan;
Ski 19-39 F: Jodi Milligan, Kate
Tupper, Biz Tupper;
Ski 15-18 M: Bryar McQuair,
Cameron Carruthers, Justin Detta;
Ski 15-18 F: Tayari Skey, Ali
Spavor, Laura Matchett;
Ski 12-14 M: Tyler Hascarl, Connor
McQuair, Adam McQuair;
Ski 12-14 F: Claire Jackson, Erin
McLeod, Emily Markholm;
Ski 9-11 M: Solomon Tupper,
Angus Jackson, Cailan McQuair;
Ski 9-11 F: Taylor Aeichele, Lindsay
Cann, Ivy Tourand;
Ski 6-8 M: Garrett Waterfield, Adam
Volansky, Jordan Katchen;
Ski 6-8 F: Mikala Lewis-Morrison,
Larissa Kessler, Indica Phillipson;

by Rachael Hodsall
Nakusp native Carly Thorp, now in
her third year on the BC Snowboard Cross
team, attended her very first World Cup
Snowboard Cross event February 11-13.
The event took place at Cypress
Mountain, on the course that will be used
for the 2010 Olympics.
“This World Cup event at Cypress
was such a huge opportunity for me,”
said Carly. “Last year at the Nationals,
we had a very similar course, and I really
struggled with it. This wasn’t my best
placing of the season by any means, but
I felt like I improved a huge amount from
last season.”
Carly placed 29th out of 30 at the
World Cup Snowboard Cross event at
Cypress. Although there were 38 women
registered, only 30 completed the event,
as some suffered injuries during training
and qualifications.
“The field of competitors there were
many of the same ones that I think we’ll
see come time for the Olympics, as it is the
Olympic course and was like an Olympic
test event. Of course that means that it
really was the best of the best gathered
there to compete,” she explained.
Carly is currently ranked 9th in
Canada and 66th in the world. This was
her 7th race of the season, and she plans to
compete in four more. The highlight will
be the Junior Worlds in Japan.

“I’m really excited about my current
upswing and how it’ll set me up for
Junior Worlds in Japan at the beginning
of March,” she said.
Carly also suffered a knee injury at
Cypress, so decided not to race at the
World Cup event at Stoneham in Quebec
February 18 and 19. Instead, she plans to
race at a double event February 21 and
22 in Rossland, where her brother, Alex,
will also be competing. Then she will be
off to Japan, and 24 hours after arriving
back in BC, she will be flying to Ontario
for another double race. The last event of
the season is the Nationals in Quebec at
the beginning of April.
Carly says she would love to be able
to become a professional snowboarder,
but acknowledges how much hard work
that entails. “If it happens it happens
and that would be fantastic. If it doesn’t,
well, that’s why I’m doing it while I can,”
she says.
Carly started snowboarding nine
years ago, when she was 10, with the
Nakusp Elementary School ski program
at the Summit Lake ski hill.
“I just want people to think about
how valuable all of our local programs are
and to take advantage of them. They open
up such a range of possibilities for kids.”
Carly now lives in Kamloops, where
she is in the Business Administration
program at Thompson Rivers University.

Local racers compete at Summit Lake

Results:

Carly Thorp competes in World
Cup Snowboard Cross event

Nakusp native Carly Thorp, now in her third year on the BC Snowboard Cross
team, attended her very first World Cup Snowboard Cross event February 11-13.
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by Katrine Campbell
• The draft Official Community Plan
was received and referred to a meeting
to be held with council and the Citizens
Advisory Committee to review the draft
and determine the next steps.
• The final Kaslo Tourism Plan from
Community Tourism Foundations was
received and referred to Councillors
Donna Cormie and Suzan Hewat to
review and report back to council.
Former Councillor Rich Jones will
be invited to comment on the report.
• The Village will donate logs to
local sawmills from Community Wildfire
Protection Plan activities in return for
donations of lumber products to be used
by the Public Works department.
Mayor Greg Lay declared potential
pecuniary conflict of interest and
removed himself from council chambers
for this item.
• School District #8 has applied
for funding under the Community
Connections program to renovate a
space at JVH School for a childcare
centre. Council agreed to write a letter of
support in principle for the grant. A letter
from the Kaslo Childcare Centre Society
asking council for other assistance in
regards to this project was referred to the
next meeting of the Municipal Services

Committee for recommendation to
council.
• Al Dawson’s proposal to write
grant applications as a consultant to
the municipality was referred to the
Municipal Services Committee for
recommendation to council.
• Kemball Memorial Centre:
information from West Kootenay Fire
Safety regarding the need for new
fire extinguishers was referred to the
Building Management Select Committee
for action; a lease format for tenants was
adopted as presented and referred to the
committee for execution by existing and
future tenants, with all original leases
to be signed by authorized signatories
of the municipality and retained in the
Village office; rent for Back on Track
Productions was approved in the amount
of $220 per month for a term of one year;
the draft text of a tenant access letter was
approved; 2009 Heritage Week events
were approved; an advertising budget,
installation of a building directory,
and purchase of picnic tables and
garbage cans (after being costed by
the committee) were referred to budget
deliberations.
• Kirkland Shave’s request, to haul
Mountain Trek Resort’s sewage to the
Kaslo treatment plant until the resort’s

new sewer system is completed, was
referred to the Sanitary Sewer Review
Select Committee.
• Correspondence from the
Community Consultative Group
regarding 25 km/h and handicapped
parking signs was received and referred
to Wilson for report. A handicapped
parking space will be designated on 4th
Street beside Kaslo Drugs.
• Correspondence from the Kaslo
Golf Club objecting to 2009 metered
water billing was received, and the golf
club advised such billing will be deferred
until January 2010, thus providing one
year’s notice of the change. Councillor
Molly Leathwood was appointed as
liaison to the Kaslo Golf Club.
• Reconsideration of the Kaslo
Golf Club lease was referred to the
next meeting of the Municipal Services
Committee for recommendation to
council.
• Email regarding Invest Kootenay
was referred to 2009 budget deliberations,
and Invest Kootenay will be so advised.
Membership for small communities is
$2,500, but the organization is working
on a program where they could waive or
discount the fee.
• The matter of purchasing insurance
for the Kaslo Trailblazers and Chamber

of Commerce entrance signage was
referred to budget deliberations.
• Correspondence from Pennco
Engineering informing council that
the developer would like to post a
performance bond for the work
remaining to complete the Larch Drive
subdivision was received and referred
to acting Public Works foreman Cam
Wilson for comment.
• Email from Laurence Moss &
Associates regarding GIS services was
received and referred to 2009 budget
deliberation and the Municipal Services
Committee, and the applicants will be
invited as a delegation to the committee.
• Correspondence from the Kaslo
& District Public Library regarding
snow clearing at the library entrance was
received and referred to Public Works for
appropriate action.
• Public Works will do a ‘walk
through’ of the Periwinkle Daycare in
the company of a society representative
or representatives to identify building
maintenance issues.
• Seamus McKeating will be
thanked for his years of volunteer service
as Village appointee to Recreation
Commission # 2, and advised he no
longer qualifies for appointment to
the new Kaslo and Area Regional

Facilities, Recreation and Parks Service
Commission because he lives outside
the municipality.
David Wiebe and Susan Mulkey
were appointed as Village Members at
Large to the commission for a term to
expire December 31, 2009. Councillors
will submit names of potential candidates
for the third Member at Large to the
Chief Administrative Officer before
noon, February 17.
• May Days co-ordinator Heather
Hewat asked that the Village upgrade
Vimy Park electrical service to the
concession booth and carnival board
to 200 and 400 amp service; provide a
ramp or picnic table to access the dump
truck; purchase permanent refundable
containers; clean picnic tables before
May Days.
All requests will be referred to the
next Development Services Committee
meeting for recommendation to council.
• A development variance permit
was granted to Christopher and Rebecca
Ashenhurst to reduce the front lot and
exterior side lot line setbacks to allow
construction of a new residence, subject
to an understanding with the building
inspector that no porch overhang is
closer than 1.22 metres to the west
property line.

by Jan McMurray
Communities from Nelson to
Kaslo to the north end of the lake
are working together to market the
Kootenay Lake region as a tourism
destination, and are in the process of
establishing a Destination Marketing
Organization (DMO).
The initiative was inspired by
Tourism BC’s Community Tourism
Foundations program, which both
Kaslo and Nelson went through.
“The purpose of the DMO is to
create an entity that can market the
region as a destination, as opposed to
all the small businesses trying to do it

individually,” said Debra Hamilton,
president of the Kaslo and District
Chamber of Commerce, and chair of
the working group that went through
the Community Tourism Foundations
program in Kaslo. “It allows a really
small community like Kaslo and area
to take advantage of things that larger
areas can do. The DMO will be able
to pull together funding to create a
common vision and branding, and a
professional marketing strategy.” She
added that the organization would focus
on building tourism in the shoulder
seasons.
Hamilton says the chamber has

supported the DMO in principle, on the
conditions of an acceptable governance
model and funding for the organization.
The Nelson and District Chamber
of Commerce is taking the lead on
the regional tourism initiative. Tom
Thomson, Executive Director of the
Nelson Chamber, says the intention is
to form a non-profit society to govern
the DMO.
DMOs are funded mainly through
the 2% Additional Hotel Room Tax
(AHRT). There is already an 8% Room
Tax that is collected by accommodators
with four rooms or more. The 2%
AHRT would be collected by these

same accommodators in the DMO
region, for a total of a 10% tax on the
visitor’s bill. The tax is remitted to the
Province, which passes the 2% on to
the DMO.
In order for the new non-profit
tourism society to be created, the DMO
requires 51% of the accommodators
representing 51% of the beds within the
region to formally agree to collecting
the AHRT.
At a meeting at the end of January
in Kaslo, there was some opposition to
the AHRT from local accommodators.
“As with any new initiative,
there are concerns and questions,”

said Thomson. “These questions
are not unique to our area, and most
can be addressed with follow-up
discussions. We will continue to meet
with accommodators in the coming
weeks to fully discuss our plans.”
He added that communities
involved in DMOs and the AHRT tax
collection must review the process
every five years, and can opt out at that
time. He says no community has opted
out so far, and that some communities
have gone from an original 57%
support rate to 90%.

submitted
Yasodhara Ashram, a yoga retreat
and study centre on Kootenay Lake,
has been presented BC Tourism’s 2009

Environmentally Responsible Tourism
Award for “outstanding leadership
in environmental sustainability.” It
recognizes the Ashram’s commitment

by Katrine Campbell
Kaslo Golf Club’s new clubhouse
is entered in a competition for the
2009 BC Wood Design Awards. The
clubhouse, built entirely of local wood,
was designed by Hamill Creek Timber
Homes of Meadow Creek. The company
erected the timber frame to the lock-up
stage; after that, volunteers took over.
“Volunteers did the finishing, all
of the interior trim, the bar, and 100
per cent of the basement including the

drywalling and painting,” says club
treasurer Graham Gilbert. “All sorts of
people showed up and said they’d like
to help.”
The impressive clubhouse is 3,500
square feet on the main floor, plus an
outdoor deck and basement. The main
timber frame is fir and the building is
clad in board and batten cedar. The gable
ends are of quarter-inch fir shingles,
and the interior trim (right down to the
bathroom stalls) is of clear fir. The ceiling
is tongue-and-groove pine, while the bar
is built entirely of birch.
The golf club harvested mature,
dying trees from the course and swapped
them with Sunshine Logging for dry logs
for the timber frame.
On the entry form for the awards,
Gilbert noted that “there are really only
two industries which sustain this small
village of 1,000 people – logging and
tourism. This clubhouse project seemed
a logical and practical way to marry
the two.”
Hosted by BC Wood WORKS!,
the competition attracted a record 117
entries, up from 70 last year. The winners
will be announced March 9.

to environmental responsibility in all
parts of its operations, from planning
and design through to operations,
maintenance and guest services.
The Ashram conducted its first
energy audit in 1994. This resulted
in a multi-year program for upgrades
and retrofits of buildings, and lighting,
heating, and hot water systems. From
these beginnings, the Ashram now has a
comprehensive sustainability program,
ranging from menu planning, food
ordering and housekeeping to solar and
geothermal heating systems.
The Ashram is committed to
becoming carbon neutral by its 50th
anniversary in 2013.
“The most challenging aspect is
guest travel,” says treasurer Don Gamble.
“Estimates put CO2 emissions at 450
tonnes for every 1,000 guests.”
Guests are now asked to voluntarily

purchase carbon offsets as part of a twoyear pilot project.
As well as geothermal heating
installations and building refits, the
Ashram’s sustainability program
includes some simpler measures: 25%
of all produce used at the retreat centre
is grown in the ashram’s organic garden
and a large amount preserved for winter
use; vinegar, borax and washing soda,
and non-chlorine bleaches are used as
household cleaning agents; drying racks
are provided to reduce clothes dryer use;
and paper products are printed on 100%
recycled paper using vegetable ink.
A non-profit society, the Ashram has
operated a year-round yoga retreat and
study centre on the shores of Kootenay
Lake since 1963. It is one of the top
economic engines and visitor destinations
for the region and it was named Canada’s
Best Yoga Retreat by Reader’s Digest.

Kaslo explores regional tourism through Destination Marketing

Prestigious environmental award for Yasodhara Ashram
Kaslo golf clubhouse up for provincial design award

Kaslo Golf Club’s new clubhouse is entered
in a competition for the 2009 BC Wood
Design Awards. The clubhouse, built entirely
of local wood, was designed by Hamill Creek
Timber Homes of Meadow Creek.
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Skiing Winlaw
to Slocan City

I’ve gotten out on to the Slocan
Valley Heritage Rail Trail several times
and enjoyed exploring little three- or
four-km sections of it on skis. The wellmaintained and groomed route goes from
Crescent Valley in the south to Slocan
City at the north end, where the Slocan
River meets the lake. The entire route is
about 50 km in length and nearly all of
that is regularly packed and trackset for
skiing. Winlaw’s at the midway point.
The trail grooming equipment is
stored in Winlaw and operated by a
keen crew of volunteers who try to get
out soon after each new snowfall to keep
things packed and perfect. The weather
had been cold and snowless for many
days when I decided to do this daytrip,
so I knew conditions would be fast and
consistent, with the skate lane probably
just right.
This trip made use of both the fine
trail itself and the fine transit bus service
we have here in the valley. After driving
to Slocan City and parking the car down
by the lakeside gazebo, I carried my
ski gear over to Harold Street, where I
grabbed breakfast before the bus arrived.
The bus from Nakusp makes two trips
to Nelson each week and the big bus
from Nelson does two round trips to
Slocan six days each week, so if you
get a schedule, you can come up with a
sensible itinerary…
The bus rolled in at 10:45 from
Nelson and for $2.25 I got on board,
strapped my skis and poles into the

rack space inside, and enjoyed the halfhour ride to Winlaw. The driver let me
out at the pullout by the school and I
simply crossed the road to the rail trail
and got all geared up for the 23 km ski
back to Slocan City. Winlaw has a large
parking area, outhouse and great route
signs to help you plan your particular
adventure. The trail is enjoyed by skiers,
snowshoers and dog walkers, and offers
good birdwatching.
About one km north along the trail
you pass the not-to-be-passed Fomi’s
Bakery which is only 100 metres up
a shovelled path, so you can do a café
stop here or get snacks for a lunch break
farther along. I slid into Perry’s Back
Road crossing at 12:30 and actually
felt sorta weary already. The bus shelter
here, beside the Threads Guild, has a
comfy bench and is beautifully painted
with valley images by students from Mt.
Sentinel School. Just a short walk gets
you to the bridge over the Slocan River,
which is one of my favourite pieces of
bliss in the West Kootenay.
The rail route follows the river some
more, then at Larson Ranch the river
swings over in the deep forest and the
trail goes dead flat and dead straight for
a long ways. You see none of this area
from the highway and this small prairie
ends at Lemon Creek where you find
another parking lot, sign etc. Some folks
here were just getting going and their
daughter was ski-towing one of these
clever sleighs with her child in it. Not far
north of Lemon Creek you come beside
the river again and you may see the large
flock of swans that winter here with their
goose and duck pals.
Leaving Lemon Creek at 1:30 pm, I
felt fairly perky again and made steady
progress north, like the little train that
could, alternating between classic kickand-glide and some real fun ski-skate
intervals. My boards are quite high-

YES, THE DAYS ARE LONGER...

The sun is stronger and Daylight Savings begins on March 8,
so bicycling should start looking pretty good. When you dig out your
bicycle, check for soft tires, loose parts or stiff, rusty components.
Just a simple and cheap tuneup will make a vast improvement to the
function & safety of the bike. Repairs, overhauls and upgrades are easily
done as well. Phone ahead to arrange an estimate or for purchases.

NEW DENVER
250-358-2133

SATURDAYS ONLY
STARTING MARCH 14

Open Tuesday Sunday
9 am - 5 pm
Breakfast
–
Saturdays &
Sundays
9 am - Noon
Call ahead for
take-out
250-359-7261

LIVING

mileage skinny Karhus with the three-pin
bindings that I still favour and steel edges
which I absolutely insist on with any pair
of skis I own. Despite the added weight,
the edges allow great edging for the skate
technique and the wider, longer profile
of the skis cope with lesser conditions.
The final few kilometres were into a
north wind and I felt totally tired when I
ground to a halt at the car at the lakeside.
Here you find the large timbered gazebo
that doubles for use by skiers and

with Jamie Barber

Dealing with
road salt and
vehicle rust

It has been a long winter and both
the vehicles I use on the daily grind
are caked in mud and salt. Normally, I
use the water hydrant near my shop to
periodically spray them down over the
winter, but this froze early in December,
and I probably won’t recover its use
until the spring. This has created a bit
of a problem, not to be rectified by the
new car wash that Doug and Shay are
building at the Petro-Canada in New
Denver, as it is still under construction. I
have seen too many rusted vehicles come
into the shop to be complacent, so it may
be a good time to discuss this.
First of all, road salt is often nothing
more than sodium chloride, common
table salt. There are usually a number
of contaminants as well, including
cyanide ions. They dump tons of the
stuff on our roads in the winter and it
all ends up somewhere. The normal
single application is somewhere between
60-130 kg/km of two lane highway.
If it isn’t accumulating on your car, it
is contaminating surface water along
the roads, killing roadside vegetation,
damaging the road surface and attracting
wildlife into the grill of your truck. Even

with
Andrew
Rhodes

FROG PEAK
EXPERIENCE!!!

Hello my friends and fellow food
fans. Saturday morning at 8:30 I found
myself tooling down good old Highway
6 with a big fat grin on my face. On the
far side of the lake the mountains were
resplendent with snow beneath bright
blue skies. As the minutes went by
the fields of snow along the highway
sparkled with millions of shifting
diamonds. Maybe I was on my way to
a poetry workshop, but no, way better, I
was on my way to FROG PEAK CAFÉ
in Crescent Valley where my friends
Laurel Giasson and Matthew Theoret
had invited me to try the latest addition
to their menu. BREAKFAST! When I
pulled into the parking lot I saw that for
at least a little while I’d have the place
to myself, which was great, because it
meant I’d get to chat with Laurel about
how things have gone since I last wrote
them up nearly four years ago. (Time
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boaters; in fact, it triples for use because
it’s a wonderful spot to simply go and
sit while you gaze at the lake or have a
picnic. From here you can see over past
the swim area to where the crazy people
go rock climbing in the summertime.
I pulled off the skis at 3 pm and the
nearly four hours it took felt about right.
I made three rest stops and enjoyed ideal
fast conditions with perfect temperatures.
I’ve also got plans to try the south half
of the valley from Crescent Valley to

Winlaw this season. Going north ensures
that the low sun is on your back and there
is no perceptible incline either direction.
The skis on the bus works fine, but be
careful to be quick about it and don’t
whack any passengers with those long
boards as you get settled in. Make it a
point to use the rail trail and bus service
any time you can.
Peter Roulston owns the Bicycle
Hospital in New Denver and is always very
careful at train crossings. 250-358-2133.

in the summer, you will see deer licking
the road surface to get at the taste of the
residue.
We may be familiar with the results
of road salt on vehicles, but a bit more
fuzzy on how to prevent it. It will eat
away just about anything that is made
of metal – this is most of your car. The
most important preventative measure is
to rust-proof as much as you can. This
is not always a simple procedure. I buy
a commercial grade rust-proofing oil
and spray it annually underneath. I try
to get it into all the nooks and crannies
I can access, and I have even opened
up some areas such as the back of my
truck bumper, bottom door panels
and the front frame members, so I can
squirt the oil into these areas. You need
a good compressor, a hoist and a spray
applicator. If you don’t have all these, it
is still worthwhile to get the garage to do
it for you. It will save your vehicle in the
end. Be aware though, that this procedure
should be done each year, as this stuff
doesn’t stay on that long.
Another important preventative
measure is to apply a thick anti-rust
coating on all the vulnerable parts such as
the frame, inside of bumpers and inside
of fenders. I have developed my own
system for this. First of all, I apply the
commercial rust oil, which chemically
combines with the existing rust and
neutralizes it. Then, with a paintbrush,
I apply roofing patch – the black gunky
stuff you buy to patch your house roof.
Surprisingly, this goes right on top of the
rust oil and seals it into the metal. The
roof patch remains on the surface as a

thick layer that will resist stone chips and
abrasion for at least a couple of years. It
also keeps the anti-rust oil in place so
it doesn’t need to be replaced nearly as
often. Be sure to cover your gas tank and
all the brake lines you can get at, as these
items are particularly vulnerable.
The outside surface is a little bit
more complicated to deal with. First
of all, it is good to know if you have
galvanized plating under your paint.
This is quite common on newer vehicles,
but they don’t always put it on all the
body panels. This is a great system for
protecting the body and is the main
reason newer vehicles last longer in this
environment.
If you want to know which places on
your vehicle are prone to rust, the easiest
way is simply to keep an eye on other
vehicles of the same type in a parking
lot. Pay attention to these areas and try
to protect them. Stone chips should be
covered with spot paint and those small
rust spots should be hand sanded and
covered with a good quality primer and
paint. It is necessary to remove all traces
of the rust underneath. You can’t just
paint over these as they will just blister
and spread. Try to determine which
areas hold moisture. Sometimes you
have to drill holes to allow this moisture
to drain out.
It may seem like a lot of effort to stop
the spread of rust, but this is the number
one cause of premature death of vehicles
in this area. If you are into your vehicle
for the long haul, it is worth it, but please
don’t forget to wash your vehicle as often
as you can over the winter.

flies when you’re eating good food!)
Just step through the front door of
FROG PEAK CAFÉ, and you’ll be glad
you’re there. The room is small, bright,
warm and welcoming with the aroma of
good food wafting about.
Laurel welcomed me with her wallto-wall smile. I asked how business was
coming along. She replied that business
was good enough to keep her and her
partner Matthew from having to be tree
planters, a profession they had both
specialized in years ago. Laurel strikes
me as a genuinely happy person, and
to my delight she agreed to choose my
breakfast for me... thereby relieving me
of all “menu stress.”
They have just begun serving
breakfasts, and their breakfast menu
is straight-forward: Traditional Eggs
Benny, Smoked Salmon Benny, Bacon
and Tomato Benny, Eggs Florentine, and
Eggs Any Style with Bacon and Toast.
Laurel decided I’d have the Traditional
Eggs Benny. I asked her if I could add
bacon. Silly question. Of course I could.
She invited me into the kitchen, and I
watched her deftly create my breakfast.
In the kitchen I also met Gimmel Holland
who works with Laurel six days a week.
Back at my table with my breakfast
along with a latte I notice several more
customers have arrived. Taj Mahal
is playing at low volume, the sun is
streaming in the big windows, and all is
well in my world.

The place seats 35 inside, and
through the French doors there’s a patio
that holds another 50.
Meanwhile, another addition to the
menu is the Vegan Rice Bowl: brown
rice with garlicky dressing, beets, greens,
carrots, dried cranberries, sprouts and
tofu along with warm pita bread. Laurel
says they sell about 200 of those per
week. MEAT LOVERS FEAR NOT.
There’s a Free Range Sausage Roll
waiting just for you.
Also waiting for you are Grilled
Wraps, Paninis, and Samosas. All three
come in various forms including The
Gypsy with salami, red onion, gouda,
greens, dijonaise and tomatoes; The Veg.
Head; and the Frog Peak with roasted
teriyaki chicken and other goodies.
Also on the board: soups including
Thai Coconut Chicken Curry, Chicken
Pot Pies (to die for), Pizzas, Fantastic
Sandwiches, Butter Pecan Fudge Cake,
Chocolate from Fomi’s, Maple-Walnut
Cheese Cake, Bliss Bars from Kootenay
Bakery.
All this and much more at FROG
PEAK CAFÉ. By the time I finished
breakfast the place was PACKED,
and there were folks outside the door
drinking their fancy coffees in the
sunshine.
FROG PEAK is in Crescent Valley
across from the bridge. It’s fully licensed
and wheelchair friendly. Go there now.
Stay all day. It’s FAB!
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Business Opportunities

WANT TO START YOUR OWN
BUSINESS? Community Futures
offers business counselling and start-up
information. Appointments available in
Nakusp and New Denver. Contact Farhana
Dumont at 265-3674, ext. 201 or email
nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

Call for submissions

ARROW LAKES FINE ARTS (Alfa
Guild Gallery), is currently accepting
submissions for Summer 2009 Season.
Deadline is March 15, 2009. Submission
requirements are: description of proposed
exhibit, CV or Biography, an Artist’s
Statement and minimum of 10 images.
Please include a SASE for return of
submission package. Mail to Selection
Committee, ALFA Guild Gallery, Box
155, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0 Please contact
Denyse @250-265-4996, Holly @250-2653732 or email alfaguild@telus.net.

Card of thanks

TO ALL OF YOU who so generously
helped us out when we recently hit the
wall – your help made all the difference,
and we say a deep and heartfelt thank you.
-Leah and Michael
THE NAKUSP SPIRIT OF BC
Community Committee would like to thank
local organizations and their volunteers
for making the Spirit of BC Week events
in Nakusp happen. To Nakusp Minor
Hockey, the Arrow Lakes Arts Council, the
Nakusp Public Library and their partnering
organizations and other volunteers, thank
you for all your hard work! Thank you
also to Spirit of BC, a 2010 Legacies Now
program in partnership with the Province
of BC, for the funding.
W. E . GR A HA M C OMMU N I T Y
SERVICE SOCIETY would like to thank
all of those who made contributions of food,
gifts, money and time to the Festive Hamper
project this year. In no particular order, they
are: Evergreen Natural Foods especially for
holding the raffle which raised $1,257.01 as
well as their ongoing support throughout
the year. Endless Harvest, RDCK Area H,
Wal-Mart Nelson Staff, Slocan Valley Coop, Slocan Village Market, Nelson Food

Cupboard, Gaia Tree Whole Foods, Mt.
Sentinel staff for cookies! Slocan Women’s
Institute, St Mary’s Church, Mountain
Sky Soaps, WIN Thrift Store, Kootenay/
Slocan Lion’s Club, Royal Canadian Legion
Branch 276, Polestar Calendars, Cowan’s
Office Supply, Maple Leaf Store and staff,
Winlaw Mini Mart, Fomi’s Bakery, Fulla
Beans, Slocan Valley Rec Commission
and the many private individuals and
families who give for the hamper project,
and throughout the year. Especial thanks to
Brenda Brown and Keith Taves who give
generously of their time and without whom
we could not manage!

Coming events

THE KOOTENAY DANCEBEAT
CLUB is hosting their March dance in a
New Location! March 14th, 2009 at the
newly renovated Junction Church (old
Playmor Hall), South Slocan. Social/
Ballroom dancing in an elegant atmosphere
with a mini lesson at 7:30pm, dancing
8-11pm. Everyone is welcome. $5.00.
www.dancingbeat.org.
ST. PADDY’S CASINO NIGHT, Slocan
Legion Hall, Slocan. Saturday March 14th,
2009. Doors open at 5:00 pm. Casino starts
at 6 pm, Buffet at 7 pm followed by more
Casino at 8 pm. Tickets $14.99 available
at MT. VALLEY STATION, SLOCAN.
Everyone Welcome.
SPAGHETTI NITE, Saturday, March 14
at BURTON HALL. Serving from 5-7 p.m.
Adults $10.00, Children 6-12 $6.00 and
children under 6 free. Everybody Welcome.
St. Andrew’s United.
KASLO’S SEEDY SATURDAY - March
14th St. Andrews United Church, 12-4pm.
The Kaslo Food Security Project presents
our 3rd annual Seedy Saturday. From noon
to 4 pm, come join fellow seed savers to
buy, swap, chat and learn about seeds. It is
almost time to get those starts started and we
are more than itching at the finger tips to get
in the dirt! At 3 pm, we bring you this year’s
presentation from founding members of
Kootenay Local Agriculture Society, Abra
Brynne and Jeremy Lack. Come hear about
the Kootenay Lake seed bank, tool library,
Kootenay Mountain Grown label and a
plethora of other perks of Kootenay Local
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Agriculture Society. View their website at
www.klasociety.org. For tables, please
contact Aimee at 250-353-7691 ext 207.
CANADA READS DISCUSSION at
Nakusp Public Library on Friday, February
27 10 am to noon. Everyone cordially
invited to discuss and learn about CBC
RadioOne’s 5 picks for THE book for
Canadians to read this year. Refreshments
and prizes.
CONTRA DANCE! Friday, February 27
Slocan Legion Hall – High Voltage Barn
Dancing to the superb Kootenay Kontra
Band w/special musical guests. Caller -–
Dave Cornelius of Rossland. Tickets $10
adults $20 families. 7 pm. Info, call Felicity
355-0075 www.kindmusic.ca.

FULL SPECTRUM BODY WORK
offers deep tissue and stress reduction
treatments in the privacy of your own
home. For additional info and to book
appointments please call 358-6808.
PILATES WITH SUSAN in Nakusp
- Discover this powerful, head to toe,
workout for all fitness levels. Call 265-4952
or visit my website at www.susanspilates.
com.

LARGE 3 BEDROOM apartment in
Silverton above Grocery Store. $525.00/
month plus utilities. References. Call 250358-2293.
SUITE FOR RENT on acreage one mile
from Nakusp. 3 bedrooms, appliances.
$800/month. 250-860-0736.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE for rent. 202
West Fifth Avenue, Nakusp. Just renovated
bathroom, kitchen, floors. Washer/dryer,
wood stove. Non-smoker, no pets. Couple
preferred. $585. Craig, 360-945-1792.

WANTED: BANTAM HENS or chicks.
Phone 250-265-3600.

For rent

For sale

MOUNTAIN CORAL PRODUCTS are
available again in New Denver. Selling skin
care bars and powdered Mountain Coral.
Call 250-358-7171.
DOME SWEET DOME - own an ecofriendly, monolithic dome. Overstock
available at one time only price. Call toll
free at 1-877-982-3322. www.cwdg.ca.

Found

MEN’S QUALITY SKI GLOVES, left
at the Slocan Rail Trail head on Saturday.
Call the Slocan Fitness Centre at 250-3552355 to ID.

Health

YOGA AT THE DOMES: Monday
mornings - 9-10:30 am - FLOW CLASS;
Thursday afternoons - 3:30-5:00 pm
- WINTER ROOTING. Classes open to
all levels.

Help wanted

CLUBHOUSE MANAGER wanted at the
Slocan Lake Golf Course, May 1 through
September 1. Send resume by March 15 to
Dawn Lindstein, Box 195, New Denver
V0G 1S0 or email dawne7@telus.net.
For more info, call Dawn at 250-358-2305.

Livestock
Notices

F O R I N F O R M AT I O N O N A A
MEETINGS contact Therese 358-7904;
John 265-4924; Tonio 358-7158; Dave
353-2658; Joan 355-2805; Dan 359-7817;
Bill 226-7705.

Pets

FROG PEAK PET RESORT – brand
new facility – five indoor/outdoor kennels.
2-acre, fenced adventure park. On leash
excursions. Owner experienced vet assistant.
250-226-7660. frogpeakpetresort@
columbiawireless.ca.

Rental wanted

VEGETARIAN COUPLE, quiet,
respectful, responsible, currently
in Kelowna, looking for RENTAL
ACCOMMODATION, possible rent to
own, ample parking, gardening and quiet
area. My profession is an Early Childhood
Educator, hoping to work in the Slocan area.
Needed May 9 or 15, reasonable rent $650
to $750 inclusive. PS. A STORAGE SPACE
( 5’X 6’) month to month, may be needed
if we are unable to find accommodation.
Contact Abi@freeabim@hotmail.com.
YOUNG FAMILY OF 4 Looking to
relocate to Nakusp, looking for 3 bedroom
pet friendly rental in Nakusp ASAP. Please
call Lynnette at 1-877-304-7952 or email at
lynnette.graham@century21.ca.

Seniors Housing
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THE SLOCAN VALLEY Seniors’
Housing Society is accepting applications
for residency at Passmore Lodge, a beautiful
and affordable 10-unit Independent Seniors’
living facility in Passmore BC. Please
contact the Manager at 250-226-7136 for
an application or to arrange a tour of the
building. For pictures and more information
go to www.SlocanValley.com and search
the Valley Directory for PASSMORE
LODGE.

Services

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING: “Serving
the Valley” 7 days/wk, 24-hr. All-Around
Septic Services, Don Brown (250) 3543644, emergency 352-5676.
ROGAN ELECTRIC Residential,
commercial, industrial wiring. Local
references available. All work guaranteed.
“We get the job done.” 353-9638.

Wanted

FOOD AND CRAFT VENDORS
WANTED for Kaslo’s 117th annual May
Day Celebrations May 16, 17, and 18.
Download the application from www.
kaslochamber.com or for more info please
email Heather at kaslomaydays@netidea.
com or 250-353-7311.
Nelson & District Women’s
Centre: Volunteer Training - February 18
to April 15, 2009, Wednesdays, 9:15 am to
11:30 am. Build your skills and community.
Join us! Call Kathleen at 352-9916.
SEWERS, FABRIC AND MACHINES
WANTED! Nelson & District Women’s
Centre, 420 Mill St, 352-9916. Create bags
and other products out of recycled and
reclaimed material. Sewers receive 70%
of each item sold. Join us!! Call Kathleen
352-9916.

Classifieds continue
on page 18
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AUTOMOTIVE • SMALL MOTORS • MACHINE SHOP
WEST KOOTENAY
MACHINE SHOP
SALES & SERVICE
98 - 1st Street, Nakusp • 265-4911
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
CHAINSAWS
TRIMMERS
• Stihl
• Homelite
• Husqvarna
• Stihl • Toro
MOWERS
• Husqvarna
• Snapper
SMALL ENGINES
• Toro
• Tecumseh
• Lawnboy
• Briggs & Stratton

915 Front Street
Nelson, BC V1L 4C1
(Railway Side Access)

General Machining
Parts Repaired or
Remanufactured

• welding repairs • full service
& repair • licenced technician •
radiator repairs & service • mobile
service available • fast, friendly

The clear choice for
all your glass needs!

Nakusp 265-4406

FLORIST

Fern’s

Now delivering to New Denver
& Silverton on Saturdays!
Call me and we can arrange anything!
KASLO: Phone/Fax: 1-250-353-7474

JEWELRY
Jo’s Jewelry

Custom Work and Repair in
Silver and Gold, by Appointment

358-2134

New Denver, Goldsmith Jo-Anne Barclay

5549 Frontage Road
Burton, BC

and

250-352-2123

Dave Smith

201 Broadway
265-3252

111 Mcdonald Drive, Nelson, BC
ph 250-352-3191
sales@mainjet.ca • www.mainjet.ca

24 Hr Towing and Recovery
Auto Repairs & Tires
Auto Parts

Shop Phone/Fax

24 hour towing
1007 hwy 23, nakusp
ph: 265-4577

NAKUSP GLASS

BCAA Towing

Caribou Service
(250) 265-3191

Slocan Auto &
Truck Repairs

24 hour towing
BCAA, Slocan, BC
355-2632

RECYCLING

Owner/Machinist

INDUSTRIES
Your Friendly neighbourhood Mechanic

•Automotive Electrical Specialist •BC Certified Mechanic
• Certified Vehicle Inspector •Small Engine Certified

(250) 353-2800 • 8845 Hwy 31 • Kaslo

CLEANING
NAKUSP CLEANING SERVICE
RESIDENTIAL

Quality home cleaning, when you don’t have the time

COMMERCIAL

Business and Office

CONSTRUCTION

Drywall clean-up, paint and other

CALL KIM FOR MORE DETAILS • 250-265-3850

MOUNTAIN VALLEY STATION
BOTTLE DEPOT
Slocan City • 355-2245
Open MON - SAT 9-5
Your “Bottle Drive” Specialists

Beside Slocan Park Service
2976 Highway 6, Slocan Park

COMPUTER

- Repairs
Palmer
- Upgrades
Computer - Consulting
Microsoft Certified
Services
Systems Engineer
Phone: 355-2235
ken@palmercomputerservices.com

ACCOUNTANT
Mark Adams

Certified General Accountant
P.O. Box 279
New Denver, BC
V0G 1S0

BUS. 250-358-2411

Advertise in the Valley Voice
Your locally owned, independent
community newspaper
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Obituary

LORNA OBERMAYR
Lorna Obermayr (née Tosch), artist and
New Denver resident, died of cancer on
the evening of February 12 at the Slocan
Community Health Centre. Ms. Obermayr
regrets that her passing necessitates the
cancellation of her final contribution to
the Food for Thought lecture series, an
as-yet untitled talk on graceful exits. She
apologizes for any inconvenience this may
cause her many fans.
Lorna was born October 25, 1924 in
San Francisco to Charles Lester and Lorna
Gertrude Tosch. She grew up in Antigo,
Wisconsin with her father and his second
wife, Eleanor. Eleanor was a mere eleven
years older than her stepdaughter, and
often said raising Lorna was just as much
a matter of their growing up together as
being parent and child. Lorna moved
to Milwaukee during World War II and
worked at a defense plant as a welder,
fabricating torpedo tubes. She married
Raymond Obermayr in 1947, and graduated
in 1948 from the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, with a Bachelor of Science in
Art Education. They had two children, Erich
born in 1948 and Kurt born in 1953. The
family settled in Pocatello, Idaho in 1955,
where Lorna worked as a typist for Garrett

Freightlines, and then taught art at Pocatello
High School. She and Raymond divorced in
1970, whereupon Lorna pursued a Master
of Fine Arts, earning her degree in 1971.
She was the Art Therapist at State Hospital
South in Blackfoot, Idaho from 1968-71;
wrote a weekly newspaper column from
1969-75; and in 1972 joined the faculty
at Idaho State University as Associate
Professor of Art. She retired in 1987, having
served as Department Chair for the last five
years of her tenure.
The Canadian chapter of Lorna’s
life began in 1978, when she met Gordon
Brookfield of Kelowna. The occasion of
their introduction was an advertisement
Lorna placed in Mother Earth News. Mr.
Brookfield’s five-page response, on “what
he was all about,” led to a two-week tryout
in December of that year and, in turn, a
thirty-year romance. The two kept house
in Pocatello, married, and came to Canada
upon Lorna’s retirement. They found their
New Denver home on Josephine Street in
1989, rescued it from disintegration, added
a spectacular garden, and lived amongst
their menagerie of cats, dogs, and goldfish.
In 2004, Lorna became a Canadian citizen.
The exhibits, awards, and
accomplishments which mark Lorna
Obermayr’s career as an artist are literally
too numerous to recount. Her body of work
– in the last few years pouring out of the
studio on Slocan Street – constitutes nothing
less than a six-decade, always upward
trajectory through every imaginable artistic
medium. She has done wall-size, handmade paper casts of natural rock formations,
concocted and canonized a patron saint for
the logging industry, and created stunning
jewelry. All amidst a sweep of paintings,
sketches, watercolours, block prints, handmade books and paper, and sculpture. But as
impressive as her artistic accomplishments
are, they pale alongside the difference she
made in the lives of those around her. For
each one of her brushstrokes, linoleum cuts,
or pencil lines, there is a person whose life
has grown – and who knows themselves

COMMUNITY

better now – for having Lorna as a mentor,
friend, or colleague.
Lorna had not been well for several
months, but only recently felt poorly
enough to bring it to the attention of her
doctors. Her cancer was diagnosed at the
end of January, and while she was ready and
willing to battle the disease, there was no
course of treatment or therapy which would
have altered the outcome in the slightest.
She accepted this and left us, as she said,
with no regrets. Lorna passed away in peace
with her family and friends at her side.
Lorna is survived by her husband,
Gordon Brookfield, two sons, Erich and
Kurt Obermayr, stepsons William, Gary,
and Keith Brookfield, adopted daughter
Chan Buck, granddaughters Anna Willow,
Rita, and Corinna, their spouses and
partners, a lakeshore of friends, and a
universe of loving sisters.

Slocan Valley Recreation

SPRING BREAK FOR KIDS - Wildlife
Painting with Evelyn, Mar. 9 to 13.
NEW PROGRAM - Theatre Arts Week,
with Norma (Fractured Fairy Tales) &
Saffire (Cirque Du Play), March 16 to 20.
KID ZONE BUY AND SELL-Book
your tables soon. Sat. March 28. MIXED
SOCCER LEAGUE - Registration is
underway. Sign up soon!
SEED EXCHANGE DAY - Sun. March 1
Slocan Park Hall, 1:00-4:00 p.m.
DEEP INTO ZAMBIA - Travel Talk,
Tuesday, March 3.
ROCK WALLS & OTHER BIG
THINGS - New date - Thurs. March 5,
C.V. Hall.
F R EE S EN I O R S F I TN ES S AT
PASSMORE LODGE - Joint Works
-Tues. & Thurs. morning. Yoga Wednesday morning.
RAKU POTTERY - With Lance Hall.
Mar. 28 & April 4.
GROWING YOUR OWN FOOD - Sun.
March 29.

226-0008
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Local family
loses brother in Afghanistan
by Katrine Campbell
The war in Afghanistan has hit
home hard for one Red Mountain
(Silverton) family. Dave Good, his
wife Alison Gale, and sons Clay
and Myles were saddened to learn
last month that Good’s brother,
Brian, had been killed January 7.
Trooper Brian Good of the
Royal Canadian Dragoons was
driving a Coyote reconnaissance
vehicle when it struck a roadside
bomb about 35 km north of
Kandahar City.
His brother had joined the
armed forces later than most, says
Dave. He was 39 when he enlisted,
and died at the age of 43.
“Our family is very proud
of Brian, as we are of Canada’s
efforts in Afghanistan – and more,
the men and women representing
our country.
“Brian found his calling and
like so many of his fellow soldiers,
served knowing each act and every
sacrifice is for one reason, to do
good.”
Originally from Ottawa,
Brian Good was stationed at CFB
Petawawa, in eastern Ontario. This
was his first overseas tour of duty.
His family in Ontario issued
a statement saying, “We wish to
express first-hand how proud we
are of Brian. Brian was caring,
outgoing and a dedicated family
man. Brian died doing what he
wanted to do and what he truly

believed in. Brian will be greatly
missed; he will be remembered as
our and Canada’s hero.”
Good is survived by his wife,
Sandra, and daughters, Jessica and
Kayla.
Good was the first Canadian
soldier to die in 2009, and the 107th
since the mission began in 2002.

Trooper Brian Good
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EQUIPMENT RENTAL

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES

This space could be yours for
$10.00 + GST per issue.
Call 358-7218 or email:
valleyvoice@netidea.com
for details
COMPLETE SALES
SERVICE AND
INSTALLATION
YOUR VALLEY COMFORT AND BLAZE KING DEALER
SPECIALIZING IN WOOD/ELECTRIC, WOOD/OIL AND
WOOD/GAS COMBINATION FURNACES
Certified • Insured

ICF Building Products
“We provide Star Service”
1-888-289-4731

KF PowerVac

Duct Cleaning & Duct Sanitizing
Slocan City, BC • (250) 355-0088
website: www.kootenayfurnace.com
email: kfurnace@netidea.com

Local: 355-2485 • Toll-free: 1-888-652-0088
email: carrie@netidea.com

• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Tradesman Electric

Eric Waterfield — Construction

call Jim Berrill
(250) 359-5922

Hundreds of styles to
choose from!!

Your local bulk dealer & service centre

PLATE TAMPERS, JUMPING JACKS, REBAR
BENDER JACKHAMMERS, HAMMER DRILLS,
CONCRETE MIXERS, CONCRETE SAWS,
TILECUTTERS, BLOCKCUTTERS, SCAFFOLDING,
FLOOR SANDERS, NAILERS - ALL TYPES,
LM ROTARY LAZER TRANSIT, GENERATORS,
WATER PUMPS, COMPRESSORS, INSULATED
TARPS, PRESSURE WASHERS, ROTO TILLER,
PROPERTY PIN LOCATOR, CHIPPER/SHREDDER,
GAS POST HOLE DIGGER, WOODSPLITTER
...AND MUCH MORE!
PHONE 358-2632
1-888-358-2632

Sappho’s Bakery
• Energy Efficient Vinyl & Wood Windows •
• Residential Installations & Renovations/Upgrades •
• Wooden & Metal Doors •
Peter Demoskoff • Cell: 250-608-0505
Tel: 250-399-4836 • Fax: 250-399-4831

HAIR

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

FOR ALL YOUR
PROPANE NEEDS
359-7373
1-800-471-5630

COLES
RENTALS
HEATERS (PROPANE & ELECTRIC)

BAKERY
Sales & Installations

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.

Locally owned & operated in Burton
Serving the Arrow & Slocan Lakes areas

265-0241

Peter’s New & Used Windows & More

Installation and maintenance

265-9955

Window
Washing
Gutter
Cleaning
• Spring Cleaning • Home Detailing
• House Prepping • Painting
Call now for your free consultation!

commercial • residential
new construction • renovations
Reliable friendly service
Free Estimates Call Steve 226-7163

JEMS Propane Ltd.

P&L Flooring Sales

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

Advertising doesn’t cost.
It Pays!

Rear, 309 Kildare St. New Denver
Thurs – Sat, 10 am – 2 pm, 5 – 8 pm
Pizza, Fresh Bread Daily
358-2119

Meat Cutting

Legendary Meats

Bulk - Beef, Pork, Buffalo
and Sausage Sales
Custom Cutting & Sausage Making,
Curing & Smoking of Bacons & Hams
Winter Hours: Open
Fridays & Saturdays
9 am till 5 pm
Phone: 226-7803
2826 Hwy 6 • Slocan Park
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SICA offers trades employment assistance program for the West Kootenay
submitted
A trades employment assistance
program (TAP) has been set up in the West
Kootenay to help employers and potential
employees connect.
The program’s mandate is to help
unemployed or underemployed people
find jobs, and to help trades employers
find skilled and committed employees.
In BC, there are 130 recognized trades
“from butcher to baker to cabinet maker,”
says Trades Employment Specialist Fred
Fontaine, who is running the local program
for the Southern Interior Construction
Association (SICA), with help from the
Kootenay Career Development Society
and funding from the federal government.
“Anyone who falls under this
umbrella is able to access trades
specific employment resources through
SICA’s Nelson office or during Trades
Employment Outreach sessions
throughout the West Kootenay.”
Rather than just posting jobs on a
board, TAP will help people understand
the difference between a job and a
career, and create a search strategy.
Participants will also learn about current
and projected labour demands both locally
and nationally.
Then, they will be helped to develop

a suitable resumé, design a fallback
position or second option, create an
online presence, and seek out resources
including training, wage subsidy, and
further education.
The program is available throughout

the West Kootenay with visits and
workshops in most communities, all
based from an office in downtown Nelson.
The Nelson office, located downstairs
at 101-715 Vernon St., will be open to
appointments Monday to Wednesday

9 am–5 pm. Call 250-505-5826 for
information or an appointment.
Otherwise, look for Trades
Employment Outreach in your community
Thursdays and Fridays with presentations,
client intake, safety workshops and “free

coffee with real cream!”, says Fontaine.
All communities will get multiple visits
each year with personal follow-up for
select clients. The TAP program will run
through 2010 with a goal of placing 120
people in trades-related employment.

submitted
In October 2008 a group of local
women travelled deep into the heart
of Zambia to experience first-hand the
extremes and challenges of rural life. On
Tuesday, March 3 at the Slocan Park Hall,
Paris Voykin, a member of the Nelson
Area & Kaoma Alliance (NAKA) will
share her journey through pictures and
discussion. The evening gets underway at
7 p.m. and is being organized by Slocan
Valley Recreation.
NAKA members went to Zambia
as part of ‘Breakthrough for Africa’ and
were hosted by the Zambian Organization
‘Women for Change’ (WfC).
Their journey began in the capital
Lusaka, a city with all the amenities. They
then journeyed deeper and deeper into
the countryside, staying in small villages
made of clay and mud, visiting clinics
and health centres, seeing conditions that
ranged from extreme poverty to healthy

and sustainable.
The group then reached Kaoma,
a district of about 7,000 people in
smaller communities (similar to the
West Kootenays) they had twinned with.
Kaoma has benefited from practicing

a program that empowers people to
empower themselves. It was a dramatic
educational experience, both rewarding
and heart breaking.
Everyone is invited to come out and
be part of the presentation. Admission

is a donation towards NAKA and their
efforts. If planning to attend, phone
Slocan Valley Recreation at 226-0008.
The Slocan Park Hall is located on
Hwy 6 approximately 8 km north of the
Highway 3 junction.

by Jan McMurray
The Nakusp Collective for Movement
and Wellness has recently formed to
manage the old Stanley printing building,
more recently known as ‘Collective Soul’
and before that the ‘Nakusp Movement
and Wellness Centre.’
The group is now selling
memberships, and accepting financial
and other support to help with the
operation of the building. “We don’t
have anything comparable to this space
in our community, with all the different
classes and workshops that are available
here, so we’d like to make sure that
the centre continues to be available to

the community,” said Angela Martel,
president of the board of the collective.
The centre holds classes in karate,
yoga, belly dancing, 5 rhythm dancing,
Feldenkrais and drumming.
Jodee Zinselmeyer, who opened
the building as ‘Collective Soul’ last
September, said that it became clear after
a few months that she could only carry it

so far. “There was no real assurance that it
would be sustainable in the long term, so I
put it out there that we may have to close
– and the response was overwhelming!
The instructors and community members
came forward and came up with this other
feasible way of making it run.”
For more information, call Angela
Martel at 250-265-0043.

submitted
St. Mark’s Anglican Church in Kaslo
has committed to bringing a refugee family
to Canada and sponsoring them for a year,
and is looking for financial help from the
community. A local steering committee is

taking shape and soon will begin its work.
If you would consider serving on this
committee, call Dirk Rinehart Pidcock, 250353-7539. Donations can be made to St.
Mark’s Church, Refugee Project and mailed
to PO Box 475, Kaslo, BC V0G 1M0.

Deep into Zambia with the Nelson Area & Kaoma Alliance

Nakusp collective forms to keep movement and wellness centre alive

Kaslo church wants to sponsor refugees
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RESTAURANT/WINE & BEER

Winlaw Brew-Op

Main St. New Denver 358-2381

Nakusp

N
P

ick’s
lace

265-4701

Lemon Creek
Lodge & Campground
Year-round facility
Licensed Restaurant
Open Thurs - Sun
5 PM - 8 PM
1-877-970-8090

WINTER HOURS
8 am - 9 PM

Seven Days a Week!

QUALITY PIZZA anytime!

265-4880
Air Conditioned
Non-Smoking

93-5th Ave.	Nakusp

Beside Slocan Park Service
2976 Highway 6, Slocan Park

REAL ESTATE

“Your Valley Realtor”
- Competence
- Integrity
- Results
Free Market Evaluation
isoldit@shaw.ca
250 365-9640

265-3635
E-mail: paulaconrad@royallepage.ca
Website: www.royallepage.ca/selkirkrealty

Free Consultation

GROCERY • HEALTH FOOD
Open 7 days/week, 9 am - 8 pm

Slocan, BC • ph:355-2211 • fax: 355-2216

Ann’s Natural Foods
Ann Bunka

- 358-2552 805 Kildare St., New Denver

HEALTH

Hand & Soul Healing Centre

Chiropractor, Larry Zaleski, D.C.
Mondays & Fridays - Silverton
Every other Wednesday in Winlaw or Nakusp
Counsellor/Healing Facilitator
Sue Mistretta, M.A., CCC.

Oso Renewable Energy

Colour/B&W Laser Printing/Copying • Digital Photography
Word processing • Scanning • Faxing • Binding • Laminating
CUSTOM CARDS • BROCHURES • CALENDARS • NEWSLETTERS

The best selection of photo cards of local views anywhere
1007 Josephine St. (Box 298), New Denver
Ph. 358-2435 essay@direct.ca Fax 358-2607

• Zack Graphics & Inks •
Printer Sales ~ Discount Inkjet Cartridges
Photo Papers ~ Guaranteed Inkjet refills
eBay Marketing ~ Digitial Design

250-358-2111 • izack@telus.net

612 Josephine St. • Box 292 • New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Passmore
Laboratory Ltd.

Water Testing • Flow Measurements
CAEAL certified to test drinking water
We’re in the Valley at: 1-250-226-7339
Jennifer & Tony Yeow passlab4@netidea.com

Silverton & Winlaw

Re-Awakening
Health Centre
• Health Products, healing sessions
• New Age cards & books
• Sensual products¶ ¶

¶

¶

¶

¶

320 Broadway St. Nakusp		 265-3188

358-2443

A capital Investment with reliable returns
Oh so durable tools for a secure energy future

Kip Drobish (250) 358-2660

www.OsoSolar.com
For all your
insurance
needs
HUB INTERNATIONAL
Barton
265-3631
INSURANCE
1-800-665-6010
BROKERS

RECREATION

Ph: 359-7111 Fax: 359-7587
www.playmorpower.com

MASSAGE
myofascial release • deep tissue massage • relaxation massage

Playmor Junction Hwy 6 & 3A

Susan L. Yurychuk • 250-358-6804
By Appointment Only • New Denver

MASSAGE THERAPIES

Myofascial, Swedish, Lymphatic, Joint Play, Craniosacral,
Visceral, Somatoemotion, Chakras, Nutrition etc.
MTA rates (Low income consideration)
also MSP, WCB, ICBC & care plans
Garth R. Hunter, R.M.T.
Slocan Health Clinic - Mon & Thurs • 355-2279

250-358-2364 • Mobile & Office

WRITER/EDITOR

Your Local Grocer

New Denver

Empowering you to harvest green, free, locally sourced energy!
Solar Hot Water, Solar Electric, Microhydro
Back-up power - Design and Installation

ENGINEERED WITH YOU IN MIND

Tammy Peitzsche

Selkirk Realty

Groceries, fresh produce, fresh meat,
Agency Liquor, organic foods,
in-store deli, in-store bakery.

Mon. - Fri. 7 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Sat. 11 A.M. - 4 P.M.

358-2177

PAULA CONRAD
HOME: (250) 358-2707

Slocan Village Market

Apple Tree
Sandwich Shop
The

Soup, Sandwiches & Desserts
358-2691
tfn

Open Tuesday - Sunday
9 am - 4 pm

Specialty Coffees, Teas,
U-Brews and Kits for Home
• Open Every Day

Wine & Beer Making Kits
to satisfy all budgets!
Take-Home Kits, or Brew it with Us!
Open 11:00 to 6:00 Tues. to Sat.
5972 Cedar Creek Road, Winlaw • 226-7328

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Silverton
358-7292

Advertise in the Valley Voice. It pays!!!
Call 358-7218 for details • email: valleyvoice@netidea.com • website: www.valleyvoice.ca

• Photo Corrections • Photo Enlargements
• Photo Restoration • Photo Printing
• Poster Printing • Large format Printing
Jo Brown, Winlaw, BC • 250-226-7792
jbrown@wallshots.ca

Bosun Hall

For all occasions with
rates to suit your needs.
Rentals of tables, chairs,
dishes. Bev 358-7771 or
carolbellbc@yahoo.ca

Kootenay Restorative
Justice
working toward
restoring balance
and healthy communication in
our communities

krjustice@wegcss.org

1043 Playmor

www.jonesboysboats.com
Ainsworth, British Columbia
4080 Hwy 31 N
Call: 1-877-552-6287

(250) 353-2550 Fax (250) 353-2911

HARBERCRAFT

Lester Koeneman
Phone 265-3128 or
24-hour Fax 265-4808
Broadway St. Nakusp
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Bull trout study underway
submitted by Jennifer WalkerLarsen
How have adult bull trout and
mountain whitefish responded to
changing flows below Revelstoke
Dam? Under BC Hydro’s Columbia
River Water Use Plan, researchers
are investigating this question with
a six-year study.
This past fall 32 adult bull trout
were captured and radio-tagged just
downstream of the Revelstoke Dam
(Moses Creek). More fish will be
tagged each year.
BC Hydro is asking fishermen
in the mid-Columbia and Arrow

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30
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Lakes Reservoir who catch and
keep a radio-tagged fish to return
the transmitter so researchers can
collect the data it has recorded. A
radio-tagged fish can be identified
by a 15” long antenna protruding
from its side. To report a recovered
transmitter, please contact Mark
Taylor at 250-200-0440.
Movement data will be analyzed
to determine if fish movements are
affected by different flow rates. The
study will help determine if the
planned minimum flow release of
5,000 cubic feet per second from
the Revelstoke Dam, as part of the
Columbia River Water Use Plan,
benefits downstream bull trout and
mountain whitefish populations. The
minimum flow is scheduled to begin
in November 2010.

Sledding was the favourite activity at New Denver’s Spirit of BC Family Fun Day on February 14. There was also story
telling and accordion playing by Hank Hastings, games, snacks, and balloons and other fun Spirit of BC paraphernalia.

Grant funds available to North Kootenay Lake charities
submitted
The Community Fund of North
Kootenay Lake Society (CFNKLS)

is entering its fourth year of making
grants to registered charities in Kaslo
and Area D. The society, which
operates under the wing of the Osprey
Community Foundation, now has
assets of $325,000, which will generate
some $9,000 in grants for 2009.
Included in these figures are
our three ‘field of interest’ funds
(seniors; child, youth, and family;
and environment), which now hold
sufficient assets to make grants on
their own.

Grant application forms are
now available. The deadline for all
applications is Friday, May 1 with the
grants being announced at the June 5
annual general meeting.
According to Canada Revenue
Agency rules CFNKLS can only
make grants to ‘registered charities
and other qualified donees.’ For
further information or to request an
application package please contact
David Stewart at 366-4623 or sjdks@
direct.ca

submitted
Aspen Switzer’s humble but
bearing no apology CD release tour
is in full swing and will include an
intimate solo performance at Cedar
Creek Café on February 26 at
7:30 pm. Cover is by donation: $8
recommended.
Blending country with jazz, pop
with folk, Switzer is a masterful
musician and a true treasure of the
Kootenays. Recently interviewed
on CBC’s Daybreak, her name is
already on the lips of many, and
will soon on loaded onto iPods

throughout the interior.
Cedar Creek Café is a humming
Slocan Valley hotspot, 35 minutes
from Nelson, where live music
offerings are beginning to keep pace
with the likes of Penticton’s Dream
Café. The menu is representative
of Kootenay cuisine, with many
organic and local features, and
plenty of choice for omnivore and
vegetarian alike.
Nelson Brewing Company
organic ale is featured on tap, and
the wine list is comprised of organic
choices from around the world.

submitted
Building on the enormous
success of the last two years’ events,
organizers of the North Valley
Mountain Film Festival are preparing
for another fantastic evening of films
and photography. The festival is sure
to inspire the adventurous and love
of wildness in everyone.
The festival will take place on
February 28 at the Bosun Hall in
New Denver. Doors open at 6 pm,
show starts at 6:30 pm.
The festival is a celebration of
the incredible beauty and amazing
adventures people are taking in
the backyard of our mountain
communities here in the Kootenays,
says Myles Berney, one of the
committee’s key organizers. “We
have another great line-up this year,
with lots of response to our request
for submissions with high quality
films and slideshows.”

The event will feature films
about kayaking and skiing, such
as Symbiosis and The Unbearable
Lightness of Skiing, as well as an
avalanche awareness film called
A Fine Line, and a Kootenayproduced whitewater paddling film
called The Endangered Creeks
Expedition. Slideshows of stunning
wilderness and adventure by local
photographers will be shared. The
Lost People of Mountain Village will
undoubtedly bring laughter to the
crowd, and an appreciation for the
healthy mountain villages we have.
Tickets for the North Valley
Mountain Film Festival can be
purchased at Silverton Building
Supply and Ann’s Natural Foods in
New Denver. The event typically
sells out, so get your tickets in
advance (adults $5 and students $2).
Fabulous refreshments will be served
by local food experts.

Aspen Switzer plays at Cedar
Creek Cafe in Winlaw, Feb. 26

Stellar line-up for third annual
North Valley Mountain Film Festival

